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Self-serve gasoline retailers brought antitrust action

against competitor alleging predatory pricing of gas

oline by competitor in violation of Sherman Act and

Clayton Act Competitor and retailer cross-moved for

partial summary judgment The United States District

Court for the District of Nevada Ebili Pro

808 F.Supp 1464 granted summary judgment for

competitor determining that competitors 44% share

of relevant market which was all retail sales of gas

oline in area was insufficient to support antitrust

claims Retailers appealed The Court of Appeals

Bzer Circuit Judge held that for purposes of

attempted monopolization claim under Sherman Act

relevant market was all sales of retail gasoline in city

including full-serve and self-serve gasoline fact

issue as to whether competitors 44% market share in

city gasoline retail market supported finding of mar

ket power for purposes of attempted monopolization

claim precluded summary judgment for competitor

competitor lacked sufficient market power as re

quired for it to be liable on Sherman Act attempted

monopolization and vertical price-fixing conspiracy

claims and fhct issue as to whether competitor

had sufficient market power to maintain oligopoly

pricing in retail sale of gasoline precluded summary

judgment fbr competitor on primary-line price fixing

claim under Clayton Act

Affirmed in part reversed in pan and remanded

West Ileadnotes

70B Federal Courts

I7OBVIII Courts of Appeals

JjBVll1K Scope Standards and Extent

l7OEVlIlKj In General

70Bk776 Trial De Novo Most Cited

Cases

Court of Appeals reviews grant of summary judg

ment de novo and evaluates evidence most fiivorably

to nonmoving party to determine whether any genu

ine issues of material fact remain and whether district

court correctly applied relevant substantive law

Fed.Rules civProc.Rulc 56 28 US.C.A

12.1 Antitrust and Trade Regulation 29T z713

291 Antitrust and Trade Regulation

29TVIII Attempts to Monopolize

29TVIJIM In General

29Tk7i Elements in General

29Tk7l3 In General Most Qfiii

Cases

Formerly 265kl2l

Antitrust and Trade Regulation 29T 714

291 Antitrust and Trade Regulation

29TV111 Attempts to Monopolize

2911111A In General

29Tk7l2 Elements in General

29Tk7l4 Chance of Success in the

Relevant Market Most Cited Cases

Formerly 265kl2l.3

Antitrust and Trade Regulation 29T zt715

29T Antitrust and Trade Regulation

29TV1fl Attempts to Monopolize

29TVlllA In General

29Tk7I2 Elements in General

29Tjç7j.5 Ic Intent Most Cited Cases

Formerly 265kl2l .3

To establish Sherman Act violation for attempted

monopolization private plaintiff seeking damages

must demonstrate four elements specific intent to

control prices or destroy competition predatory or
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anticompetitive conduct directed at accomplishing

that purpose dangerous probability of achieving

monopoly power and causal antitrust injury Sher

man Act as amended 15 U.S.C.A

Li AntItrust and Trade Regulation 29T

9632

221 Antitrust and Trade Regulation

29TXVII Antitrust Actions Proceedings and En

forcement

29TXVIIB Actions

2ITk9ML Right of Action Persons Entitled

to Sue Standing Parties

29Tk963 Injury to Business or Property

29k9 Ic Causation Most Cited

Cases

Formerly 265k28l .4

Causal antitrust injury is element of all antitrust suits

brought by private parties seeking damages under

Clayton Act section which allows private parties to

sue antitrust violators for damages Clayton Act

JjjJ.S.C 15

141 Antitrust and Trade Regulation 29T

9631

9T Antitrust and Trade Regulation

29TXVII Antitrust Actions Proceedings and En

forcement

ZITXVJIIB Actions

Tk959 Right of Action Persons Entitled

to Sue Standing Parties

29Tk963 Injury to Business or Property

29Tk963fl In General Most Cited

Cases

Formerly 265k28l

Under Clayton Act section which allows private

parties to sue antitrust violators for damages private

plaintiffs can be compensated only for injuries that

antitrust laws were intended to prevent Clayton Act

15 U.S.C.A.jJ

15 Antitrust and Trade Regulation 29T

9631

221 Antitrust and Trade Regulation

29TXVII Antitrust Actions Proceedings and En

forcement

29TXVIILI3 Actions

29Tlc959 Right of Action Persons Entitled

to Sue Standing Parties

29Tk963 Injury to Business or Property

29Tk963lk In General Most Cited

Cases

Formerly 265k28l

To show antitrust injury as element of antitrust suit

brought by private party seeking damages under

Clayton Act section which allows private parties to

sue antitrust violators for damages plaintiff must

prove that his loss flows from anticompetitive aspect

or effect of defendants behavior since it is inimical

to antitrust laws to award damages for losses stem

ming from acts that do not hurt competition Clayton

Act 41511S.C.A 15

ffij Antitrust and Trade Regulation 29T

9631

291 Antitrust and Trade Regulation

29TXVII Antitrust Actions Proceedings and En

forcement

29TXVUffl Actions

29Tk959 Right of Action Persons Entitled

to Sue Standing Parties

29Th 963 Injury to Business or Property

29Tk963P Ic Jo General Most Cited

Cases

Formerly 265k28l .4
For purposes of establishing antitrust injury required

for action brought under Clayton Act section which

allows private parties to sue antitrust violators for

damages if injury flows from aspects of defendants

conduct that are beneficial or neutral to competition

there is no antitrust injury Clayton Act 15

U.S.C.A 15

Li Antitrust and Trade Regulation 29T 524

29T Antitrust and Trade Regulation

22111 Antitrust Regulation in General

22IYILAI In General

29Tk522 Constitutional and Statutory Pro-

visions

Cases

29Tk524 Construction Mosi Cited

Formerly 265kl2l
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For purposes of Sherman Act competition consists

of rivalry among competitors Sherman Act et

seq as amended IS U.S.CA et seq

Wi Antitrust and Trade Regulation 29T c56O

221 Antitrust and Trade Regulation

29TV1 Antitrust Regulation in General

29TV1DJ lIlegal Restraints or Other Miscon

duct

29Tlc560 In General Most Cited Qes
Formerly 265kl2l.2

For purposes of Sherman Act conduct that eliminates

rivals reduces competition Sherman Act jjet seq

as amended .LU.S.C.A et seq

L21 Antitrust and Trade Regulation 29T 523

22.1 Antitrust and Trade Regulation

29TVJ Antitrust Regulation in General

29TVItA In General

29Tk522 Constitutional and Statutory Pro-

visions

29Tk523 In General Most Cited

Cases

Formerly 265k12l .2

Reduction of competition does not invoke Sherman

Act until it harms consumer welfare Sherman Act

et seq as amended JjJLSC.A et seq

Uiii Antitrust and Trade Regulation 29T tzz520

291 Antitrust and Trade Regulation

29TV1 Antitrust Regulation in General

29TVIIAI In General

29Tk520 In General Most Cited Cases

Formerly 265k12l

Antitrust and Trade Regulation 29T esn

191 Antitrust and Trade Regulation

29TX Antitrust and Prices

29IXLM In General

29Tk8l Ic In General Most Cited Cases

Formerly 265k 121
For purposes of Sherman Act consumer welfare is

maximized when economic resources are allocated to

their best use and when consumers are assured coin

petitive price and quality Sherman Act et seq

as amended 15 U$.C.A et seq

Antitrust and Trade Regulation 29T Z811

221 Antitrust and Trade Regulation

291X Antitrust and Prices

2QTXAAI In General

29Tk8l In General Most Cited Cggg

Formerly 265k 121
Act is deemed anticompetitive under Sherman Act

only when it harms both allocative efficiency and

raises prices of goods above competitive levels or di

minishes their quality Sherman Act jj et seq as

amended 15 IIS.CA at seq

1111 Antitrust and Trade Regulation 29T Z819

221 Antitrust and Trade Regulation

29TX Antitrust and Prices

29TXIAJ In General

29Tk8l9 Price Cutting and Sales Below

Cost in General Most Cited Cases

Formerly 265k17l

Though rivals may suffer financial losses or be elim

inated as result below-cost pricing injury to

rivals at this stage of predatory pricing scheme is of

no concern to antitrust laws Sherman Act as

amended 15 U.SCA.j Clayton Act L2flü

as amended by Robinson-Patman Price IDiscrimina

tion Act 15 U$.C.A l3ai

HAL Antitrust and Trade Regulation 29T 832

291 Antitrust and Trade Regulation

29TX Antitrust and Prices

29TXLD Predatory Pricing

29Tk832 ln General Most Cited Cases

Formerly 265k12l .8

For purposes of Sherman Act monopolization claim

alleging predatory pricing scheme market power

may he demonstrated through direct evidence of in

jurious exercise of market power if plaintiff puts

forth evidence of restricted output and supracompetit

ive prices that is direct proof of injury to competition

which competitor with market power may inflict and

thus of actual exercise of market power Sherman

Act as amended 15 U.S.C.A

Antitrust and Trade Regulation 29T cz832
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221 Antitrust and Trade Regulation

29TX Antitrust and Prices

29TXD Predatory Pricing

29Tk832 Ic In General Most Cited Cases

Formerly 265k12l.3

For purposes of Sherman Act monopolization claim

alleging predatory pricing scheme market power

may be demonstrated through circumstantial evid

ence pertaining to structure of market to demonstrate

market power circumstantially plaintiff must define

relevant market show that defendant owns dominant

share of that market and show that there are signific

ant barriers to entry and that existing competitors

lack capacity to increase their output in the short run

Sherman Act as amended 15 US.C.A 82

1151 Antitrust and Trade Regulation 29T 644

291 Antitrust and Trade Regulation

29TV11 Monopolization

2911111Q Market Power Market Share

2911643 Relevant Market

291k644 In General Most Cited

Cases

Formerly 265k12l .3

For purposes of Sherman Act monopolization claim

circumstantial evidence of market power requires that

plaintiff at the threshold define relevant market

Shennan Act as amended 15 U.SflA

JliJ Antitrust and Trade Regulation 29T E641

291 Antitrust and Trade Regulation

29TVII Monopolization

29TVlI Market Power Market Share

291k64l In General Most Cited Cases

Formerly 265k12l

For purposes of Sherman Act monopolization claim

market is any grouping of sales whose sellers if

unified by monopolist or hypothetical cartel would

have market power in dealing with any group of buy

ers Sherman Act as amended 15 U$C.A

Ui1 Antitrust and Trade Regulation 29T e644

221 Antitrust and Trade Regulation

29TV11 Monopolization

291V11fc Market Power Market Share

2911643 Relevant Market

29Tk644 In General Most Qftgd

Cases

Formerly 265k121.3

For purposes of defining market for Sherman Act

monopolization claim if sales of other producers

substantially constrain price-increasing ability of

monopolist or hypothetical cartel those other produ

cers must be included in market Sherman Act as

amended 15 USCA

Jill Antitrust and Trade Regulation 29T 641

291 Antitrust and Trade Regulation

29r VII Monopolization

29TV11C Market Power Market Share

29Tk64l In General. Most Cited Cases

Formerly 265k12l .3

For purposes of Sherman Act monopolization claim

market is group of sellers or producers who have

actual or potential ability to deprive each other of sig

nificant levels of business Sherman Act L2 as

amended 15 U.S.C.Aj

1191 Antitrust and Trade Regulation 29T C742

221 Antitrust and Trade Regulation

29TVHJ Attempts to Monopolize

29TVIIIB Particular Industries or Businesses

29Tk742 Oil Gas and Mining Mast

Cued Cases

Formerly 265k 122 265k 121 .3

For purposes of selfserve gasoline retailers attemp

ted monopolization claim against competitor under

Sherman Act relevant market consisted of all sales of

retail gasoline in city including hill-serve gasoline as

well as self-serve gasoline despite expert opinion de

fining market to exclude full-serve gasoline based on

demand elasticity consideration of supply elasticity

compelled inclusion of full-serve gasoline as ease by

which marketers could convert their full-serve facilit

ies to increase their output of self-serve gasoline re

quired that full-serve sales be part of relevant narket

Sherman Act as amended 15 U.SCA

LZil Antitrust and Trade Regulation 29T 7l3

221 Antitrust and Trade Regulation

29TVIII Attempts to Monopolize

29TV111A In General
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Cases

29Tk7l2 Elements in General

29Tk7l3 In General Most Cited

Formerly 265k 21 .3

For purposes of Sherman Act attempted monopoliza

tion claim if consumers view products as substitutes

products are part of same market Sherman Act

as amended 15 US.C.A

12JJ Federal Civil Procedure 170A Zz2484

flOA Federal Civil Procedure

.iJPALYll Judgment

70AXVll Summary Judgment

l70A/jj Particular Cases

70Ak2484 Antitrust and Price Dis

crimination Cases Most Cited Cases

If self-serve gasoline retailers evidence could not

sustain jury verdict on issue of market definition in

response to competitors summary judgment motion

summary judgment for competitor would be appro

priate on that issue for purposes of retailers Sherman

Act attempted monopolization claim against compet

itor Sherman Act as amended JflIS.C.A

1211 Antitrust and Trade Regulation 29T Cz9SO

22 Antitrust and Trade Regulation

29TXVII Antitrust Actions Proceedings and En

forcement

291X111W Actions

29 Tk978 Trial Hearing and Determ nation

29Tk980 Questions of law and Fact.

Most Cited Cases

Formerly 265k288

For
purposes

of Sherman Act attempted monopoliza

tion claim definition of relevant market is factual in

quiry for jury and court may not weigh evidence or

judge witness credibility in ruling on summary judg

ment motion Sherman Act as amended II

U.S.CA

WI Federal Civil Procedure 170A 247O

IJQA Federal Civil Procedure

HOAXYJI Judgment

1ZQAXVIIC Summary Judgment

7OAXVTICI In General

70Ak2465 Matters Affecting Right to

Judgment

70Ak2470 Absence of Genuine

Issue of Fact in General Most Cited Cases

Federal Civil Procedure I7OA 2546

JJQA Federal Civil Procedure

7OAX VII Judgment

IJOAXVIIC Summary Judgment

70AXVLIjQJ Proceedings

70Ak2542 Evidence

70Ak2546 Weight and Suffi

ciency Most Cited Cae
That issue is factual does not necessarily preclude

summary judgment if moving party shows that there

is absence of evidence to support plaintiffs case non

moving party bears burden of producing evidence

sufficient to sustain jury verdict on those issues for

which it bears burden at trial Fed.Rules

Civ.Proc.Rule 56 28 US.C.A

1241 Federal Civil Procedure I1OA z2546

JJQA Federal Civil Procedure

7OAXIJJ Judgment

JjftVllçj Summary Judgment

7OAXVII 13 Proceedings

70Ak2542 Evidence

17OAk2J4f2 Weight and Suffi

ciency Most Cited Cases

Federal Civil Procedure 70A 2552

170A Federal Civil Procedure

70A Xlii Judgment

.L2IIAXYIIEI Summary Judgment

70AXVIILC Proceedings

1jjiAk2547 Hearing and Determination

70Ak52 Ascertaining Existence

of Fact Issue Most Cited Cases

Rule that if party moving for summary judgment

shows there is absence of evidence to support

plaintiffs case nonmoving party bears burden of pro

ducing evidence sufficient to sustain jury verdict on

those issues for which it bears burden at trial does

not direct courts to resolve questions of credibility or

conflicting inferences it does require courts to assess

whether jury drawing all inferences in favor of non-

moving party could reasonably render verdict in fa

02006 Thomson/West No Claim to Orig U.S Govt Works
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vor of rionmoving party in light of substantive law

Fed.Rules Civ.Proc.Rule 56 28 U.S.C.A

Jj Federal Civil Procedure 70A 2546

J.IOA Federal Civil Procedure

7OAXVII Judgment

7OAXVIJC Summary Judgment

7OAXVJILCJa Proceedings

70Ak2542 Evidence

70Ak2546 Weight and Suffi

ciency Most Cited Cases

In ruling on properly supported summary judgment

motion determination of whether jury drawing all

inferences in favor of nonmoving party could reas

on ably render verdict in favor of nonmoving party in

tight of substantive law requires application of stand

ard that courts apply in motions for directed verdict

or judgment notwithstanding the verdict R.gjg

Civ.Proc.Rute 56 28 U.SXA

Iii1 Federal Civil Procedure 170A 2545

l7OA Federal Civil Procedure

UfLAXVII Judgment

70AXVlJC Summary Judgment

I7OAXVIIC3 Proceedings

70Ak2542 Evidence

70Ak2545 Ic Admissibility gt
Cited Cases

Expert opinion is admissible and may defeat sum

mary judgment if it appears that affiant is competent

to give expert opinion and that factual basis for opin

ion is stated in affidavit even though underlying Em
tual details and reasoning upon which opinion is

based are not Fed.Rules Civ.ProcRnle 56 28

U.S.C.A

JflJ Antitrust and Trade Regulation 29T

9771

291 Antitrust and Trade Regulation

29fXVlI Antitrust Actions Proceedings and En

forcement

Cases

29TXVIIrn Actions

291k973 Evidence

29Tk977 Weight and Sufficiency

29Tk977flj In General Mnst Cited

Formerly 265k287 .5

In context of antitrust law if there are undisputed

facts about structure of market that render inference

to be drawn from experts summary judgment affi

davit economically unreasonable expert opinion is

insufficient to support jury verdict Sherman Act fi

.f as amended jj_US.C.AJj.j Clayton Act

2UU as amended by Robinson-Patman Price Discrim

ination Act 15 U.S.C.A 13a FedRuies

Civ.Proc.Rule 56 28 U.S.C.A.

Jj.j Evidence 157 57O

157 Evidence

57X11 Opinion Evidence

IIZXIIFI Effect of Opinion Evidence

157k569 Testimony of Experts

157k570 In General Most Cited Cases

Evidence 157 574

157 Evidence

i.iXi.i Opinion Evidence

157XlltF Effect of Opinion Evidence

1571c574 Conflict with Other Evidence

Most Cited Cases

When expert opinion is not supported by sufficient

facts to validate it in eyes of law or when indisput

able record facts contradict or otherwise render opin

ion unreasonable it cannot support jurys verdict

Sherman Act .Jj as amended j5 US.CA tt

1291 Antitrust and Trade Regulation 29T

9771

.29.1 Antitrust and Trade Regulation

29IXYJI Antitrust Actions Proceedings and En

forcement

29IXVIIBI Actions

29Tk973 Evidence

29Tk977 Weight and Sufficiency

29Ik977J In General Most Cited

Cases

Formerly 265k287.5

For purposes of antitrust action expert testimony is

useful as guide to interpreting market facts but it is

not substitute for them Sherman Act as

amended 15 U.S.C.A Clayton Act Ufal

2006 ThomsonlWest No Claim to Orig Govt Works
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as amended by Robinson-Patman Price Discrimina

tion Act ji1S.C.AS13a.

UP Antitrust and Trade Regulation 29T

9771

221 Antitrust and Trade Regulation

29TXVTI Antitrust Actions Proceedings and En

forcement

Cases

291X\1103 Actions

29Tk973 Evidence

291k977 Weight and Sufficiency

ZiTic5L7iflk In General. Most Cited

Formerly 265k287

For purposes of antitrust action expert opinion evid

ence has little probative value in comparison with

economic factors that may dictate particular conclu

sion. Sherman Act as amended J5 USCA.

Clayton Act Qfp as amended by Robin

son-Patman Price Discrimination Act JIILS.CAA.

S.

UJJ Federal Civil Procedure 170A E2545

122A Federal Civil Procedure

.1
7OAXVIT Judgment

7OAXVHtC Summary Judgment

7OAXVIItC13 Proceedings

70Ak2542 Evidence

l70Ak2545 k. Admissibility Mnst

Cited Cases

For summary judgment purposes inquiry respecting

experts opinion is whether inference to be drawn

from opinion is reasonable given substantive law

which is foundation for claim or defense. FedRules

Civ.ProcRule 56. 28 U.SC.A.

U21 Antitrust and Trade Regulation 29T 7l3

.291 Antitrust and Trade Regulation

291 VIII Attempts to Monopolize

29TVjflj.a In General

291k712 Elements in General

29Tk713 k. In General Most Ciled

Cases

Formerly 265kI2l

For purposes of Sherman Act attempted monopoliza

tion claim price differential between two products

may reflect low cross-elasticity of demand if higher

priced product offers additional service for which

consumers are willing to pay premium. Sherman

Act fl as amended 1M.S.C.A.2.

till Antitrust and Trade Regulation 29T zt713

291 Antitrust and Trade Regulation

29TVIII Attempts to Monopolize

29TVTTITA In General

29fk7l2 Elements in General

291k7l3 In General Most Cited

Cases

Formerly 265kl2l3
For purposes of Sherman Act attempted monopoliza

tion claim defining market on basis of demand con

siderations alone is erroneous Sherman Act ..2 as

amended JjjJS.C.A. 2.

114.1 Antitrust and Trade Regulation 29T Z713

.291 Antittust and Trade Regulation

29TVTII Attempts to Monopolize

291 VIIVM In General

29Tk7 12 Elements in General

2911c713 Ic. In General Most Cited

Cases

Formerly 265k12l .3

Purpose of defining relevant market in attempt-

to-monopolize claim under Sherman Act was to de

termine whether defendant had sufficient market

power to pose threat of nTonopoly. Sherman Act k.2

as amended 15 U.S.CA2.

L1l Antitrust and Trade Regulation 29T 625

221 Antitrust and Trade Regulation

29TVIT Monopolization

29TVIIB Cartels Combinations Contracts

and Conspiracies

29Ikfi2. k. In General. Most Cited Cases

Formerly 265kl2l 14
Oligopoly is not per se illegal under Sherman Act

section governing monopolization. Sherman Act

as amended 15 U.S.C.A. Q.

UP. Federal Civil Procedure I7OA Zt2484

IWA Federal Civil Procedure

7OAXVII Judgment
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I7OAXVIIC Summary Judgment

7OAXVIJC2 Particular Cases

70Ak2484 Ic Antitrust and Price Dis

crimination Cases Most Cited Cases

In ruling on competitors summary judgment motion

as to gasoline retailers Sherman Act attempted

monopolization claim against competitor district

court properly aggregated together all competitor-

branded gasoline stations in subject city including

both stations directly operated by competitor and

those operated by independent dealers who purchased

gasoline at wholesale from competitor in detemrin

ing competitors market share given fact that no dis

covery was allowed on issue of collusion all infer

ences on that issue had to be drawn in retailers favor

to properly determine motion Sherman Act as

amended .15 U.S.C.A Fed.Rules Civ.Proc.Rule

56 28 U.S.C.A

jfl Antitrust and Trade Regulation 29T 713

2.21 Antitrust and Trade Regulation

29TV111 Attempts to Monopolize

2QTVIIIA In General

29rk7 12 Elements in General

29Tk713 In General Mnst Cited

Cases

Formerly 265k12l .3
For

purposes
of Sherman Act attempted monopoliza

tion claim aggregation of market shares of several

rivals is justified in determining market share if rivals

are alleged to have conspired to monopolize Sher

man Act as amended UJ2S.CA.J2

L1 Federal Civil Procedure 170A 2484

l70A Federal Civil Procedure

7OAXVIJ Judgment

I7OAXVJIC Summary Judgment

7OAXVIEC2 Particular Cases

70Ak2484 Antitrust and Price Dis

crimination Cases MQsLCiteCases

Genuine issue of material fact existed as to whether

competitors 44% market share in city gasoline retail

market supported finding of market power for pur

poses of gasoline retailers Sherman Act attempted

monopolization claim against competitor precluding

summary judgment for competitor on claim Sherman

Act as amended IS ILS.C.A..L2 Fed.Rules

CivYroc.Rule

II91 Antitrust and Trade Regulation 291 7i3

2.21 Antitrust and Trade Regulation

2QTVIII Attempts to Monopolize

29TVIIIA In General

29Tk7 12 Elements in General

29Tk7 13 In General Most Cited

Cases

Formerly 265k12l .3
Minimum showing of market share required in Sher

man Act attempted monopolization case is lower

quantum than minimum showing required in actual

monopolization case Sherman Act as amended

111J.SCA

L4111 Antitrust and Trade Regulation 29T 713

2.21 Antitrust and Trade Regulation

2111111 Attempts to Monopolize

29TV111A1 in General

29Tk7l2 Elements in General

29Tk7I3 In General Most Cited

Cases

Formerly 265k 121

Proper approach for determining issue of market

power in Sherman Act attempted monopolization

case is by carefully analyzing certain telltale factors

in relevant market market share entry barriers and

capacity of existing competitors to expand output

Sherman Act as amended 151i.S.C.A

1411 Antitrust and Trade Regulation 291 zzn713

2.21 Antitrust and Trade Regulation

Z91M111 Attempts to Monopolize

29TVIIJIAJ In General

29Tk7 12 Elements in General

29Tk713 fn General Most Cited

Cases

Formerly 265k 121.3
For purposes of Sherman Act attempted monopoliza

tion claim mere showing of substantial or even dom

inant market share alone cannot establish market

power sufficient to carry out predatory scheme

plaintiff must show that new rivals are barred from

entering market and show that existing competitors
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tack capacity to expand their output to challenge

predators high price Sherman Act as amended

15 USCA 2.

11 Antitrust and Trade Regulation 29T 647

221 Antitrust and Trade Regulation

29T VII Monopolization

291 VlIC Market Power Market Share

29Tkf241 Relevant Market

22.flcæ4i Entry Barriers Most Cited

Cases

Formerly 265k 121.3

For purposes of market power analysis under Sher

man Act attempted monopolization claim entry bar

riers are extra long-term costs which existing firms

did not incur but which must be incurred by market

entrants or market factors deterring market entry but

that permit existing firms to earn monopoly returns

Sherman Act as amended 15 U.S.C.A

1411 Antitrust and Trade Regulation 29T 713

2.21 Antitrust and Trade Regulation

291V Ill Attempts to Monopolize

29TVIIIA In General

29Tk7l2 Elements in General

29Tk713 In General Most Cited

Cases

Formerly 265k12l .3

For purposes of market power analysis under Sher

man Act attempted monopolization claim main

sources of entry barriers are legal license require

ments control of essential or superior resource en

trenched buyer preferences for established brands

capital market evaluations imposing higher capital

costs on new entrants and in some situations eco

nomies of scale Sherman Act as amended li

U.S.C.A

1441 Antitrust and Trade Regulatiou 29T 713

Antitrust and Trade Regulation

2211111 Attempts to Monopolize

29TVIIIA In General

29 Tk 712 Elements in General

29Tk7l3 In General Most Cited

Cases

Formerly 265kl2l

For purposes of market power analysis under Sher

man Act attempted monopolization claim in evaluat

ing entry barriers Court of Appeals focuses on their

ability to constrain not those already in market but

rather those who would enter but are prevented from

doing so Sherman Act as amended 15 U.S.C.A

1451 Antitrust and Trade Regulation 29T n713

221 Antitrust and Trade Regulation

29TVIII Attempts to Monopolize

29TV111AJ In General

29Tk7l2 Elements in General

29Tk7l3 In General Most Cited

Cases

Formerly 265kl 71.3 265k 120.3

For purposes of market power analysis under Sher

man Act attempted monopolization claim to justify

finding that defendant has power to control prices

entry barriers must be significant they must be cap

able of constraining normal operation of market to

extent that problem is unlikely to be self-correcting

Sherman Act as amended 15JLSCAL.12

141 Antitrust and Trade Regulation 29T 713

2.21 Antitrust and Trade Regulation

2ITY.I.11 Attempts to Monopolize

29TVIITtA In General

29Tk7l Elements in General

2911c7 13 In General Most Cited

Formerly 265k1 20.3
For purposes of market power analysis under Slier-

man Act attempted monopolization claim barriers to

market entry are insignificant when natural market

forces will likely cure problem in such cases judicial

intervention into market is unwarranted. Sherman

Act as amended 15 U.S.C.A 1L2

4.7J Antitrust and Trade Regulation 29T 692

221 Antitrust and Trade Regulation

29TV1 Monopolization

29TV lE Particular Industries or Businesses

29Tk692 Oil Gas and Mining M.Qzt

Cited Cases

Formerly 265k 22
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Antitrust and Trade Regulation 29T 742

221 Antitrust and Trade Regulation

JJLLIJII Attempts to Monopolize

29TVltIl3 Particular Industries or Businesses

29ik14 Oil Gas and Mining

Cited Cases

Formerly 265k 1203
Competitor lacked sufficient market power in city re

tail gasoline market as required for it to be liable to

gasoline retailer on Sherman Act attempted monopol

ization predatory pricing claim and any injury from

competitors alleged below-cost pricing was not

antitrust injury under Act where gasoline supply in

city was highly elastic and other competitors could

increase their output if competitor raised prices Sher

man Act as amended Jill1SCAJ2

L411 Federal Civil Procedure 170A 2539

lEA Federal Civil Procedure

7OAXVII Judgment

70AXVIIC Summary Judgment

7OAXVIIICI3 Proceedings

70Ak2536 Affidavits

l70Ak2539 Sufficiency of Show-

ing Most Cited Cases

Federal Courts 170B 766

70B Federal Courts

17OBVIII Courts of Appeals

7OBVIIIIK Scope Standards and Extent

lOB VllII In General

l70Bk763 Extent of Review Dependent

on Nature of Decision Appealed from

JffiBk766 Summary Judgment

Most Cited Cases

Assertions in expett affidavits do not automatically

create genuine issue of material fact for summary

judgment purposes Court of Appeals is obligated to

look at record to determine whether in light of any

disputed facts inferences to be drawn from experts

affidavits are reasonable FedRules CivProcRule

56 28 U.S.C.A

1421 Federal Civil Procedure l7OA zzfl546

170A Federal Civil Procedure

70A XIII Judgment

7OAXVIItCj Summary Judgment

iiPAXLIl Proceedings

70Ak2 542 Evidence

7OAk2546 Weight and Suffi

ciency Most Cited Cases

When opinion of expert of party opposing properly

supported summary judgment motion is not suppor

ted by sufficient facts to validate it in eyes of law or

when indisputable record facts contradict or other

wise render opinion unreasonable summary judg

ment is appropriate f.gjRules Civ.Proc.Rule 56 28

15111 Antitrust and Trade Regulation 29T z7l3

221 Antitrust and Trade Regulation

29TVIII Attempts to Monopolize

29TV111A In General

29Tk7l2 Elements in General

29Tk7l3 In General Most Cited

Cases

Formerly 265k12l.3

For purposes of market power analysis under Sher

man Act attempted monopolization claim fact that

market entry has occurred does not necessarily pre

clude existence of significant market entry barriers if

output or capacity of new entrant is insufficient to

take significant business away from predator they

are unlikely to represent challenge to predators mar

ket power Sherman Act _A as amended 15

C.A.2

L5J1I Antitrust and Irade Regulation 29T zz713

221 Antitrust and Trade Regulation

29TVJII Attempts to Monopolize

29TVIIffA In General

29Tk7 12 Elements in General

29Tk7l3 In General Mo5t Cited

Cases

Formerly 265k12l.3

For purposes of market power analysis under Sher

man Act attempted monopolization claim market

barriers may still be significant despite entry into

market if market is unable to correct itself despite

entry of small rivals Sherman Act as amended

15 U.S.CA
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1511 Antitrust and Trade Regulation 29T C976

291 Antitrust and Trade Regulation

291X111 Antitrust Actions Proceedings and En

forcement

29TXVIVB Actions

29Tk973 Evidence

29Tk976 Ic Presumptions and Burden of

Proof Most Cited Cases

Formerly 265k287

For purposes of market power analysis under Slier-

man Act attempted monopolization claim market

power cannot be inferred solely from existence of

market entry barriers and dominant market share

ability to control output and prices which is essence

of market power depends largely on ability of exist

ing firms to quickly increase their own output in re

sponse to contraction by defendant Sherman Act

as amended 15 U.S.C.A

1.531 Antitrust and Trade Regulation 29T 713

291 Antitrust and Trade Regulation

29TVlll Attempts to Monopolize

29TVlllA In General

29Tk7 12 Elements in General

29Tk7l3 Is In General Most Cited

Cases

Formerly 265k12l.3

For purposes of market power analysis under Sher

man Act attempted monopolization claim excess

capacity is capacity of rivals in market to produce

more than market demands at competitive price

Shennan Act as amended 15 U.S.CALj

1541 Antitrust and Trade Regulation 29T C713

291 Antitrust and Trade Regulation

2911W Attempts to Monopolize

29TVttIJI In General

291k i1 Elements in General

291k 13 In General Most Cited

Cases

Formerly 265k12I

For purposes of market power analysis under Sher

man Act attempted monopolization claim excess ca

pacity is technical concept that is difficult to measure

without analysis of firms costs and instead evidence

of past output expansion may be used as surrogate if

there is undisputed evidence indicating that competit

ors have expanded output in recent past or have abil

ity to expand output in future summary disposition

against claim may be appropriate Sherman Act

as amended 15 U.S.C.A Fed.Rules

Civ.Proc.Rule 56 28 U.S.C.A

1551 Antitrust and Trade Regulation 29T z882

291 Antitrust and Trade Regulation

29TX Antitrust and Prices

291XG Particular Industries or Businesses

291k882 Manufacturers Most Cited

Cases

Formerly 265k17l

Fact that competitors may see proper in exercise of

their own judgment to follow prices of another man

ufacturer does not establish any suppression of com

petition or any sinister domination and does not viol

ate Sherman Act prohibition against monopolization.

Sherman ActjZ as amended 15 U.S.C.A

Lªæl Antitrust and Trade Regulation 29T 887

291 Antitrust and Trade Regulation

Z2IX Antitrust and Prices

29TXG Particular Industries or Businesses

29Tk887 k. Oil Gas and Mining Mast

Cited Cases

Formerly 265k 71.8

Competitor lacked sufficient market power in city re

tail gasoline market as required for it to be liable to

gasoline retailer on Sherman Act vertical price-fixing

conspiracy claim arising from competitors alleged

conspiracy with its largest independent retail dealer

to fix retail gasoline prices at predatory below-cost

levels and any injury from competitors alleged be

low-cost pricing was not antitrust injury under Act

where gasoline supply in city was highly elastic and

other competitors could increase their output if com

petitor raised prices Sherman Act EL as amended

15 U.S.C.A

15.71 Antitrust and Trade Regulation 29T zzz832

221 Antitrust and Trade Regulation

291X Antitrust and Prices

2.91X1111 Predatory Pricing
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29TkS32 In General Most Cited Cases

Formerly 265k 171.8

Antitrust and Trade Regulation 29T 9632

291 Antitrust and Trade Regulation

29TXVII Antitrust Actions Proceedings and En

forceme nt

29TXVIIBj Actions

291959 Right of Action Persons Entitled

to Sue Standing Parties

29Tk963 Injury to Business or Property

29Tk963jl Causation Most Cited

Cases

Formerly 265kl7l.8

To establish Sherman Act violation for vertical max

imum price fixing private plaintiff seeking damages

must demonstrate collusion to fix predatory prices

and causal antitrust injury Sherman Act jj as

amended 15 IIS.C.A

jJJ Antitrust and Trade Regulation 29T 824

221 Antitrust and Trade Regulation

22JX Antitrust and Prices

29TXQ Resale Price Maintenance

29Tk824 Per Se Illegality Most Cited

Cases

Formerly 265k287.2

Antitrust and Trade Regulation 2fl 976

2.91 Antitrust and Trade Regulation

29TXVII Antitrust Actions Proceedings and En

forcement

29TXVIIB Actions

29Tk973 Evidence

291976 Presumptions and Burden of

Proof Most Cited Cases

Formerly 265k287l
For purposes of Sherman Act vertical maxinium

price-fixing claim per se rules relieve plaintiffs of

burden of proving anticompetitive effects which are

assumed but they do not excuse plaintiffs from

showing that their injury was caused by anticompetit

ive aspects of illegal act Sherman Act jj as

amended IS U5.C.A

j9J Antitrust and Trade Regulation 29T 96O

291 Antitrust and Trade Regulation

Z2IXYII Antitrust Actions Proceedings and En

forcernent

29I1Uth Actions

29Tk959 Right of Action Persons Entitled

to Sue Standing Parties

29Tk960 Ic In General Most Cited

Cases

Formerly 265k28l .6

Mere
presence

of
per se violation under Sherman Act

section prohibiting contracts combinations and con

spiracies in restraint of trade does not by itself bestow

on any plaintiff private right of action for damages

Sherman Act jjas amended 15 U.S.C.A $1

LQJ Antitrust and Trade Regulation 29T

9632

291 Antitrust and Trade Regulation

29TXVII Antitrust Actions Proceedings and En

forcement

22IXYIIB Actions

291959 Right of Action Persons Entitled

to Sue Standing Parties

29Tk963 Injury to Business or Property

29Tk963Q1k Causation Most Cited

Cases

Formerly 265k287.6

Plaintiff asserting claim under Sherman Act section

prohibiting contracts combinations and conspiracies

in restraint of trade must prove that his injury flows

from anticompetitive aspect of defendants conduct

Sherman Act jjas amended 15 U5.C.A

Jj1J Antitrust and Trade Regulation 29T 821

291 Antitrust and Trade Regulation

291K Antitrust and Prices

29TXIB31 Price Fixing in General

291821 In General Most Cited Cases

Formerly 265k17l .8

Antitrust and Trade Regulation 29T 9632

221 Antitrust and Trade Regulation

29TXVII Antitrust Actions Proceedings and En

forcem eat

29TXVIJBj Actions

29Tk959 Right of Action Persons Entitled
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to Sue Standing Parties

29Tk963 Injury to Business or Property

29Tk963j Causation Most Jg4

Cases

Formerly 265k17l.8

Although per se illegal under Sherman Act maxim-

urn price fixing cannot cause antitrust injury because

low prices are the very esseoce of competition Sher

man Act jjas amended ULCA

Li2J Antitrust and Trade Regulation 29T cz
9631

291 Antitrust and Trade Regulation

29TXVTI Antitrust Actions Proceedings and En

forcement

29TXVIIffl Actions

29Tk959 Right of Action Persons Entitled

to Sue Standing Parties

29Tk963 Injury to Business or Property

2911s963l In General Most Cited

Cases

Formerly 265k 71 12
To show antitrust injury under Sherman Act section

prohibiting contracts combinations and conspiracies

in restraint of trade plaintiff must show that predator

has market power Sherman Act jjas amended 29

U.S.CA

j3.j Antitrust and Trade Regulation 29T 832

221 Antitrust and Trade Regulation

291X Antitrust and Prices

291XLD Predatory Pricing

29Tk832 Is In General Most Cited Cases

Formerly 382k9l4 Trade Regulation

For purposes of price-fixing antitrust claim under

Clayton Act price discrimination between geograph

ical markets called primary-line injury occurs

when seller charges predatory below-cost prices in

one market in attempt to eliminate competitors there

and charges supracompetitive prices in another mar

ket competing seller in predated market may claim

injury Clayton Act i2QJ as amended by Robinson

Patman Price Discrimination Act 15 US.C.A

l3a

th4J Antitrust and Trade Regulation 29T 841

291 Antitrust and Trade Regulation

291X Antitrust and Prices

29TXfjj Price Discrimination

291k54l Secondary Line Violations.

Most Cited Cases

Formerly 382k9l4 Trade Regulation

Antitrust and Trade Regulation 29T 965

221 Antitrust and Trade Regulation

2RTXYII Antitrust Actions Proceedings and En

forcement

22IXV1I Actions

29Tk959 Right of Action Persons Entitled

to Sue Standing Parties

29Tk965 Consumers Most Cited

Cases

Formerly 382k914 Trade Regulation

For purposes of price-fixing antitrust claim under

Clayton Act as amended by Robinson-Patrnan Act

price discrimination in form of price differential

between purchasers called secondary-line injury

occurs when seller grants fbvorable price to one pur

chaser but not another in that case disfbvored pur

chaser may sue Clayton Act L2tj as amended by

Robinson-Patman Price Discrimination Act 29

U.S.C.A 13a.

Lifd Antitrust and Trade Regulation 29T ztz838

29_I Antitrust and Trade Regulation

2iLX Antitrust and Prices

221X1Th Predatory Pricing

29TkS35 Probability of Success

29Tk838 Recoupment Most Cited

Cases

Formerly 382k95 Trade Regulation

To hold defendant liable for primary-line predatory

price fixing under Clayton Act for charging below-

cost prices plaintiff must show that predator stands

some chance of recouping his losses Clayton Act

2jjj as amended by Robinson-Patman Price Discrim

ination Act 15 U.S.C.A l3a

jJAntitrust and Trade Regulation 29T 838

29T Antitrust and Trade Regulation

291K Antitrust and Prices

29TXrn Predatory Pricing
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Cases

29Tkg35 Probability of Success

29Tk838 k. Recoupment. Most Cited

Formerly 382k951 Trade Regulation

To hold defendant liable for primary-line predatory

price fixing under Clayton Act as amended by

Robinson-Patman Act for charging below-cost

prices standard is reasonable prospect of recoup

ment this requires plaintiff to show tbat predator

has market power or that he has some reasonable

prospect of obtaining it. Clayton Act j2fa as

amended by Robinson-Patman Price Discrimination

Act 15 TJ.S.CA. 13ai

Ji Antitrust and Trade Regulation 29T Z887

52I Antitrust and Trade Regulation

221X Antitrust and Prices

29TXG Particular Industries or Businesses

221k887 k. Oil Gas and Mining. Mgt
Cited Cases

Formerly 382k963 Trade Regulation

For purposes of its primary-line price fixing claim

under Clayton Act against competitor for charging

below-cost prices for gasoline to prove antitrust in

jury gasoline retailer could not rely solely on evid

ence that competitor charged lower prices in relevant

city than in comparison city to demonstrate antitrust

injury retailer had to show that competitor had mar

ket power. Clayton Act Lia as amended by

Robinson-Patnian Price Discrimination Act 15

UCflt3a

Jjfl Antitrust and Trade Regulation 29T

9631

22J Antitrust and Trade Regulation

29TXVIT Antitrust Actions Proceedings and En

forceni em

291xV1lBl Actions

29Tk959 Right of Action Persons Entitled

to Sue Standing Parties

29Tk963 Injury to Business or Property

29Tk943fjj k. In General. Most Cited

Cnses

Formerly 265k28l .4

For
purposes

of federal antitrust law substantive li

ability looks to whether defendants conduct is for-

bidden antitrust injury looks to whether claimed

injury falls squarely within area of congressional con

cern Sherman Act ji as amended 15 U.SC.A.

LL Clayton Act 2Qj as amended by Robin

son-Patman Price Discrimination Act L12S.CA.

i2J Antitrust and Trade Regulation 29T zz

9632

ZI Antitrust and Trade Regulation

29TXVII Antitrust Actions Proceedings and En

forcement

29TXVIItB Actions

291959 Right of Action Persons Entitled

to Sue Standing Parties

29Tk963 Injury to Business or Property

29Tk9632J k. Causation. Most Cited

Cases

Formerly 265k281 .4
For purposes of Sherman Act antitrust injury oc

curs only when claimed injury flows from acts harm-

lit to consumers Sherman Act Li et seq.. as

amended 15 U.SC.ALI et seq Clayton Act

212 as amended by Robinson-Patman Price Discrim

ination Act 15 U.SCA 13a.

llftl Antitrust and Trade Regulation 29T zz847

2.91 Antitrust and Trade Regulation

29TX Antitrust and Prices

29TXIE Price Discrimination

2.91k847 k. Effect on Competition Compet

itive Injury. Most Cited Cases

Formerly 382k972 Trade Regulation

Plaintiff alleging primary-line discrimination under

Clayton Act as amended by Robinson-Patman Act

must prove antitrust injury in same manner that

Sherman Act plaintiff does by showing that his in

jury flows from those aspects or effects of conduct

that are harmful to consumer welfare. Sherman Act

et seq as amended Jj_U.S.CA. cSj et seq.

Clayton Act LifjtJ as amended by Rob inson-Patman

Price Discrimination Act 15 U.S.CA. 13a..

IlL Antitrust and Trade Regulation 29T z814

221 Antitrust and Trade Regulation

29TX Antitrust and Prices
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visions

21 in General

29Tk8l Constitutional and Statutory Pro-

29TkS14 Purpose and Construction in

General Most Cited Cases

Formerly 382k91 Trade Regulation

In enacting Robinson-Palm an Act amendments to

Clayton Act Congress intended to protect merchant

from competitive injury attributable to discriminatory

prices Clayton Act jfjj as amended by Robinson

Patman Price Discrimination Act JA.J.LC.AA

jflj Antitrust and Trade Regulation 29T 887

9I Antitrust and Trade Regulation

221X Antitrust and Prices

29TXG Particular Industries or Businesses

9ThfiU Oil Gas and Mining Mt
Cited Cases

Formerly 382k961 Trade Regulation

For its primary-line price fixing claim under Clayton

Act against competitor for charging below-cost prices

for gasoline to show lessening of competition for

purposes of showing antitrust injury it was not

enough to show that number of rivals had been re

duced or that market was concentrated rather it had

to be demonstrated that predator had reasonable pro

spect of enforcing oligopoly pricing in relevant city

market and thus of recouping its predatory losses

Clayton Act Zfa as amended by Robinson-Patman

Price Discrimination Act 15 US.C.A 13a

tiM Federal Civil Procedure 170A tZfl484

170A Federal Civil Procedure

7OAX VII Judgment

I2PAXVJIcJ Summary Judgment

7OAXVIIC2 Particular Cases

.1
70Ak2484 Antitrust and Price Dis

crimination Cases Most Cited Cases

Genuine issue of material fhct existed as to whether

competitor had sufficient market power to maintain

oligopoly pricing in retail sale of gasoline in city

market precluding summary judgment for competitor

on gasoline retailers primary-line price fixing claim

under Clayton Act against competitor for charging

below-cost prices for gasoline Clayton Act i21 as

amended by Robinson-Patman Price Discrimination

Act 15 U.S.C.A 13a jgtRttics Civ.Pmc.Rule

56 25 U.S.C.A

1241 Antitrust and Trade Regulation 29T 7836

221 Antitrust and Trade Regulation

29TX Antitrust and Prices

291XD Predatory Pricing

fltkLi5 Probability of Success

29Tk836 In General Most Cited

Cases

Formerly 382k961J Trade Regulation

For purposes of primary-line price fixing claim under

Clayton Act degree of predators market power need

not be as high as that required for Sherman Act

monopolization claim Sherman Act .....2 as

amended 15 U.S.C.A Clayton Act as

amended by Robinson-Patman Price Discrimination

Act 15 IJ.S.C.A 13a

1251 Aatitrust and Trade Regulation 29T

97 75

291 Antitrust and Trade Regulation

29TXVIT Antitrust Actions Proceedings and En

forcement

29TXVIIWI Actions

29Tk973 Evidence

29Tk977 Weight and Sufficiency

29Tk97751 Pricing Most Cited

Cases

Formerly 382k96l Trade Regulation

Although evidence of predators oligopoly pricing to

prove market power cannot support claim of mono

poization under Sherman Act no such limitation ex

ists when claim involves price discrimination under

Clayton Act Sherman Act Li as amended .L

U.S.C.A Clayton Act jgj as amended by

Robinson-Patman Price Discrimination Act

1J.SC.A 13a

1429 William Bode.William Bode Asso

ciates Washington DC for plaintiffs-appellants

Donald Smaltz Leighton Anderson Christoph

er Benbow Emily Breckenridge Smaltz An

derson Los Angeles CA Thomas Kummer Var-

gas Bartlett Las Vegas NV Paul Richmond
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Atlantic Richfield Co Los Angeles CA for defend

ant-appellee

Appeal from the United States District Court for the

District of Nevada

Before POOLE BEEZER and IKLEINEELJ2 Circuit

Judges

BEEZER Circuit Judge

This case presents three antitrust claims arising from

the defendants conduct in the retail gasoline market

in Las Vegas Nevada The plaintiffs contend that the

defendant engaged in predatory pricing between 1985

and 1989 selling self-serve cash-only gasoline be

low marginal cost The plaintiffs claim that the al

leged predatory pricing was an attempt by the de

fendant to monopolize the market in violation of

Sherman Act The plaintiffs also claim that the

predatory pricing scheme involved conspiracy to re

strain trade in violation of Sherman Act and

primary-line price discrimination in violation of

Clayton Act as amended by the Robinson-Pat-

man Act ILU.S.C._j3Igi

The district court granted summary judgment in favor

of the defendant on all three antitrust claims con

cluding that the defendant did not possess enough

power in the market to allow the predatory scheme to

1430 succeed and therefore that the plaintiffs had

not suffered any injury cognizable under the antitrust

laws We have jurisdiction over the plaintiffs timely

appeal 28 U.S.C 1291 We afflnrt in part and re

verse and remand in part.

The evidence before the district court on summary

judgment reveals the following facts Gasoline sold

in Las Vegas is first produced from crude oil in Los

Angeles refineries Wholesale marketers then pump

the gasoline to Las Vegas storage terminals via

common carrier pipeline operated by the Cal-Nev

Pipeline Co Cal-Nev Ninety-five percent of Las

Vegas gasoline travels this 250-mile route. Whole

sale marketers sell the gasoline to retail marketers

who then sell the gasoline to L.as Vegas motorists

As of 1991 there were more than 275 retail gasoline

stations in Las Vegas Although the grades and types

of fuel vary retailers sell gasoline through two types

of service Some gasoline is sold only on self-serve

cash-only basis Motorists purchasing this product

must pump their own gasoline and must pay cash

Other gasoline is sold on full-serve basis In full

serve service station attendant pumps the gasoline

for the consumer checks the oil and tires washes the

windows and may perform other minor services The

motorist also has the option of paying either with

cash or credit card The consumer pays premium

for these services which means that the price for full-

serve gasoline is generally higher than the price for

self-serve gasoline Some retail marketers sell only

self-serve cash-only gasoline others sell both self-

serve cash-only gasoline and full-serve gasoline No

marketer sells only full-serve gasoline

The plaintiffs Rebel Oil Co Inc and Auto Elite Oil

Co Inc collectively Rebel are retail marketers

of gasoline in Las Vegas who sell only self-serve

cash-only gasohne Rebel operates 16 retail stations

under various gasoline brand names Nine stations

operate under the Rebel brand name six stations

operate under the Unocal brand name and one op

erates under the Texaco brand name In addition to

its retail sales Rebel is one of the several wholesale

marketers who ship gasoline via the Cal-Nev pipeline

and sell to retail marketers

The defendant Atlantic Richfield Co ARCO is

retail and wholesale marketer of gasoline in Las Ve

gas as well as major driller and refiner of crude oil

in L.os Angeles ARCO supplies gasoline to 53 retail

stations in Las Vegas bearing the ARCO brand

name These stations sell only self-serve cash-only

gasoline Of those 53 stations Prestige Stations

subsidiary of ARCO owns and operates 15 stations

The remaining 38 stations are owned and operated by

independent dealers who purchase the gasoline

wholesale from ARCO and then sell the product at

retail for their own account Thirteen of these dealer

stations are leased from ARCO the remaining 25

dealer stations are operated by contract dealers who

either own the stations or lease from third parties

The largest contract dealer is Terrible Herbst Inc

Terrible Herbst which controls 23 stations under

the ARCO brand name
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Besides Rebel and ARCO other major retail mar

keters of gasoline in L.as Vegas are Southland Corp

and Texaco mc As of 1991 Southland owned and

operated 89 7-1 stations and Texaco owned and

operated five gasoline stations In addition numerous

independent dealers sell under varying brand names

These dealers either own the stations or are fran

chised dealers Although the parties offer conflicting

numbers it is undisputed that at least 67 independent

dealers sell under the Texaco brand name 16 inde

pendent dealers sell under the Unocal brand name

17 independent dealers sell under the Chevron

brand name and 12 other independent marketers sell

under various names The number nf stations oper

ated by marketer does not necessarily determine

that marketers share in gasoline sales The 7-1

stations for example sell far less volume in gasoline

than other marketers because their sales are primarily

in the grocery retail market

The thcts of this case developed against backdrop

of change in the gasoline business 1431 In the era

of high fuel consumption motor vehicles major-

brand marketers affiliated with major oil companies

were dominant They enjoyed superior locations and

facilities national advertising and customer loyalty

Independent marketers who purchased gasoline from

major oil companies for resale under their own brand

name were minor participants-middle-of-the-block

dumps in ARCOs words Because they sold only

self-serve cash-only gasoline independent marketers

enjoyed low overhead and hence could charge less

than stations selling equivalent quality gasoline under

major brand names During the 1970s growing

number of cost-conscious motorists patronized these

independent marketers Independent marketers saw

substantial growth in their bus iness Taking cue

ARCO in 1982 adopted nationwide strategy to

compete directly with the independent discount mar

keters Developed by ARCOs Special Planning Unit

SPU the new strategy called for the elimination of

full-serve and credit-card sales Under the SPUs new

strategy all sales would be self-serve and cash-only

Dealers would be provided with incentives such as

volume discounts to increase sales volume and

match the prices of the discount independents In an

internal memorandum the SPU predicted that

depending on the degree and rapidity of competitive

attrition lasting period of quite acceptable profitab

ility could ensue ARCOs new strategy increased its

sales and market share nationwide

In January 1990 Rebel filed this antitrust suit

against ARCO pursuant to Section of the Clayton

Act which allows private parties to sue antitrust viol

ators for damages Rebel claims that between 1985

and 1989 ARCO executed the SPUs new strategy in

Las Vegas with more specific vengeance charging

predatory prices in an attempt to take away market

shares from its competitors and eventually mono

polize the gasoline market in Las Vegas Relying on

affidavits obtained from former ARCO dealers Rebel

claims that ARCO controlled not only the prices

charged at the 15 stations it operated through its sub

sidiary Prestige Stations but also the prices charged

at the 38 stations operated by independent dealers

Rebel also obtained affidavits from an expert who

compared ARCOs prices in los Angeles and L.as

Vegas markets ARCO supplies both markets with

gasoline from the same Los Angeles refinery The ex

pert concluded retail prices in Las Vegas for selfL

serve cash-only gasoline when adjusted for trans

portation costs were consistently to 14 cents per

gallon below those charged in Los Angeles The ex

pert concluded that ARCOs retail prices in Las Ve

gas were consistently below the wholesale prices of

all other wholesale suppliers in Las Vegas and at

times were 10 cents or more per gallon below
ENI

ARCOs margmal cost Rebel contends that Ter

rible Herbst ARCOs major contract dealer con

spired with ARCO in the predatory scheme

EN Marginal cost is the cost that firm in

curs in the production of one additional unit

of output Herbert Hovenkamp Economics

and Federal Antitrust Law 10 1985 Rebel

measured ARCOs marginal cost based upon

an agreement that ARCO signed with rosco

Corp to purchase incremental supplies of

gaso1ine Rebel claims that ARCO bought

the additional supplies of gasoline from To

sco because it was expanding output but was

unable to obtain the additional output from

its own refineries The cost of this last bar

rel of gasoline represents ARCOs marginal
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cost for gasoline

Rebel asserts that ARCOs pricing scheme forced 37

competitors out of the Las Vegas gasoline market in

cluding both independent discount marketers and ma

jor oil companies such as Exxon Shell Conoco

Mobil and Philips According to Rebel non-ARCO

stations decreased in number from 258 to 222 dur

ing the alleged predation Rebel contends that the

marketwide attrition occurred despite the fact that

Las Vegas is one of the fastest growing retail gasol

ine markets in the United States Rebels own share of

the self-serve cash-only gasoline market dropped

from 30 percent in 1982 to less than 10 percent in

1990. Rebel claimed losses totalling $2 million

Rebel was forced to mostly withdraw from the retail

market and instead concentrate on the wholesale mar

ket Rebel claims it has stayed in business only

through its non-gasoline revenues

According to Rebels expert affidavits when the al

leged predation ended in 1989 1432 ARCO had cap

tured 54 percent of the market for self-serve cash-

only gasoline The experts contend that ARCO then

engaged in price gouging in order to recoup the

losses that resulted from the predatory scheme To

demonstrate that recoupment occurred Rebels ex

perts compared ARCOs prices in L.as Vegas with

those charged in Los Angeles adjusted for transport

ation costs The data showed that from September

1989 through March 1990 and again from September

1990 through mid-April 1991 ARCOs prices in L.as

Vegas were between to 19 cents per gallon higher

than its prices in Los Angeles Rebel contends that

ARCO was able to charge prices above competitive

levels without losing market share demonstrating

that ARCO had the power to harm competition in the

gasoline market Rebel contends that ARCO was able

to maintain prices above competitive levels during

the recoupment phase because Las Vegas mar

keters had been disciplined by ARCOs previous

predation and refused to challenge ARCOs supra

competitive prices In essence Rebel contends that

the Las Vegas gasoline market today is

disciplined oligopoly in which each oligopolist

shares in the supracompetitive profits

In the fall of 1990 the district court limited discovery

solely to the issue of whether ARCO had sufficient

market power to charge prices above competitive

levels Rebel Oil Co At/wi/ic Richfield Co 133

F.R.D 41 44 ID.Nev.19903 The district court justi

fied the limited discovery on the ground that absent

showing of market power Rebel could not demon

strate that it suffered antitrust injury Id There was

no discovery on predatory pricing intent and collu

sion

In the fall of 1992 the parties filed cross motions for

summary judgment The district court granted sum

mary judgment in favor of ARCO on all three anti

trust claims Rebel Oil Co ltlantic Richfield Co
808 E.Supp 1464 ftNev.1992..1 The court con

cluded that ARGOs market share in the retail gasol

ine market in Las Vegas was insufficient as matter

of law to establish market power In addition the

court concluded that Rebel failed to demonstrate that

barriers to entry prevented other retailers from enter

ing the retail gasoline market The combined lack of

market share and entry barriers the court said indic

ated that ARGO lacked the power to charge prices

above competitive levels as means of recouping

predatory losses In essence the district court held

that Rebel failed to put fbrth sufficient evidence of

market power to support jury verdict Sec çe/otex

Corp Gotreu 477 U.S 317 325 106 S.Ct 2548

2553-5491 L.Ed.2d 265 1986 summary judgment

appropriate if nonmoving party fails to put forth suf

ficient evidence for an element essential to case

II

Summary judgment is appropriate when the

pleadings affidavits and other material present no

genuine issue of material fact and the moving party is

entitled to judgment as matter of law We review

grant of summary judgment de nova and evaluate the

evidence most favorably to the nonmoving party to

determine whether any genuine issues of material fact

remain and whether the district court correctly ap

plied the relevant substantive law .Thurnen Itithis

Wes.Jnc Pev Pak S/ores Inc 875 F.2d 1369

1liCir.l989

Rebel contends that it produced sufficient evidence in

the record regarding market power to create genu
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inc issue of material fact for trial for each of its anti

trust claims Rebel also argues thai the court erred as

matter of law by applying monopolization

standard rather than an attempted monopolization

standard to the Sherman Act claim Rebel also ar

gues that while showing of market power is neces

sary for the attempt to monopolize claim under

Sherman Act no such showing is required for the

price fixing claim under Sherman Act or the price

discrimination claim under Clayton Act .l We ana

lyze the issue of market power separately as to

each of Rebels three antitTust claims

Rebels attempted monopolization claim is based

on the theory that ARCO conspired with its dealers to

set predatory prices in an attempt to gain monopoly

power To establish Sherman Act
violation

for

j433 attempted monopolization private

plaintiff seeking damages must demonstrate four ele

ments specific intent to control prices or destroy

competition predatory or anticompetitive conduct

directed at accomplishing that purpose danger

ous probability of achieving monopoly power and

causal antitrust injury frfr171Enchv Shell Chem

Co 845 F.2d 802.8119th Cir.1988

fjj Sherman Act states Every person

who shall monopolize or attempt to mono

polize or combine or conspire with any per

son ur persons to monopolize trade shall

be guilty of an antitrust violation j5

LLSC 19941

131141153.llfij The fourth element causal antitrust in

jury is an element of all antitrust suits brought by

private parties seeking damages under Section of

the Clayton Act See Bnnr.cwick Gorp Pueblo

Bowl-O-A1at liw 429 U.S 477 489 97 S.Ct 690

697-98 50 L.Ed.2d 701 1911. Under Section

private plaintiffs can be compensated only for injur

ies that the antitrust laws were intended to prevent

Id To show antitrust injury plaintiff must prove

that his loss flows from an anticompetitive aspect or

effect of the defendants behavior since it is inimical

to the antitrust laws to award damages for losses

stemming from acts that do not hurt competition

Co 154 Petroleum Inc 495 U.S

328 334 110 SCt 1884 1889 109 L.Ed.2d 333

tl990 if the injury flows from aspects of the de

fendants conduct that are beneficial or neutral to

competition there is no antitrust injury even if the

defendants conduct is illegal per se See Ed

In deciding whether the plaintiff

was injured by an anticompetitive aspect or effect of

the defendants behavior care must be taken in defin

ing competition Competition consists of rivalry

among competitors Jtlashronck Texaco Inc. 842

F.2d 1034 1040.19th Cir.1987 afjd 496 U.S 543

110 S.Ct 2535 110 L.Ed.2d 492 1990 course

conduct that eliminates rivals reduces competition

But reduction of competition does not invoke the

Sherman Act until it harms consumer welfare

Products Liab Ins A.encv Inc Cut Fm sic

Ins Co.c 682 F.2d 660 663 7th Cir.1982 see Reft

er Sonotone Cop442 U.S .330. 343 99 S.Ct

2326 2331 60 L.Ed.2d 931 19791 Congress de

signed the Sherman Act as consumer welfare pre

scription quoting Robert H. l3ork The Antitrust

Paradox 66 1978 Consumer welfare is maximized

when economic resources are allocated to their best

use Na tiona Cerbnedical Flosp and Gernnialo

Cit Blue Gross of Kansas C/t 452 U.S .378

387-88 13 101 S.Ct 2415 2421 13 69

L.Ed.2d 89 1981 and when consumers are assured

competitive price and quality Products I_lab ffi

682 F.2d at 663-64 Accordingly an act is deemed

anticonrpeliiive under the Sherman Act only when it

harms both allocative efficiency and raises the prices

of goods above competitive levels or diminishes their

quality Cf Brook GrojQ..j4 Brown Williamson

Tobacco Carp. 509 U.S 209 ---- 113 S.Ct 2578

2588 125 L.Ed.2d 168 1993 below-cost pricing is

not anticompetitive in itself because although it

causes allocative inefficiency it brings lower aggreg

ate prices in the market

The defendants alleged conduct here involves

predatory pricing Predatory pricing occurs in two

stages In the first stage or price war period the

defendant sets prices below its marginal cost hoping

to eliminate rivals and increase its share of the mar

ket During this phase the predator and any rival

compelled to challenge the predatory price will suf
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icr losses Though rivals may suffer financial

losses or be eliminated as result of the below-cost

pricing injury to rivals at this stage of the predatory

scheme is of no concern to the antitrust laws Id

Only by adopting long-run strategy is predator

able to injure consumer welfare See wgill Inc

Mon for of Colorado Inc 479 U.S 104 117 107

S.Ct 484 493 93 L.Ed.2d 427 1986 long-run

strategy requires the predator to drive rivals from the

market or discipline them sufficiently so that they do

not act as competitors normally 1434 should Id If

the predator reaches this long-run goal it enters the

second stage the recoupment period ft then can

collect the fruits of the predatory scheme by charging

supracompetitive prices-prices above competitive

levels The predators hope is that the excess profits

will allow it to recoup the losses suffered during the

price war Brook Groi 509 U.S at --jj3S.Ct at

2589

EN3. Losses during price war will be pro

portionally higher for the predator because

he faces the necessity of expanding his out

put at ever higher costs while the victim not

only will not expand output but has the op

tion of reducing it and so decreasing his

costs Robert Bork The Antitrust Para

dox 148 1979

In order unilaterally to raise prices above competitive

levels the predator must obtain sufficient market

power predator has sufficient market power when

by restricting its own output it can restrict mar

ketwide output and hence increase marketwide

prices Phillip Areeda Donald Turner Antitrust

Law 501 at 322 1978 hereinafter Areeda

Turner Prices increase marketwide in response to

the reduced output because consumers bid more in

competing against one another to obtain the smaller

quantity available Boll 4Iemorial Hasp inc Mn
ntal Wasp ins Inc 784 F.2d 1325 1335 7th

Cir.1986 Without market power to increase prices

above competitive levels and sustain them for an ex

tended period predators actions do not threaten

FN4
consumer welfare

FJ1 Social welfare is maximized when the

price of good equals its marginal cost-the

cost of producing the last unit of output

When firm with market power cuts output

to increase prices price exceeds marginal

cost This causes loss to society of all that

additional output which the firm could pro

duce by lowering its price to marginal cost

Ionic Bros Inc .4tnerican Distilling

Co 570 F.2d 848 857 919th Cir.1972i

cen denied 439 U.S 829 99 SCt 103 58

L.IEd.2d 122 J.91fl

3f 14 Market power may be demonstrated through

either two types of proof One type of proof is dir

ect evidence of the injurious exercise of market

power If the plaintiff puts forth evidence of restricted

output and supracompetitive prices that is direct

proof of the injury to conipetition which competitor

with market power may inflict and thus of the actual

exercise of market power See ETC Indiana FŁdn

rf Dentists 476 U.S 44L460-61 106 S.Ct 2009

2018-19 90 L.Ed.2d 445 1986 The more common

type of proof is circumstantial evidence pertaining to

the structure of the market To demonstrate market

power circumstantially plaintiff must define

the relevant market show that the defendant owns

dominant share of that market and show that

there are significant barriers to entry and show that

existing competitors lack the capacity to increase

their output in the short run See Rvko AIf Co

Eden Sect 823 F.2d 1215 1232 8th Cir.l987 cart

denied 484 U.S 1026 108 S.Ct 751 98 L.Ed.2d

763 1988 Ball Memorial HospTh4_Ffat1 335

In opposing ARCOs motion for summary judgment

and in supporting its own cross motion Rebel sub

mitted circumstantial evidence to the district court

purporting to show that ARCO possessed market

power We must determine whether this circumstan

tial evidence was sufficient to create genuine triable

issue with regard to market power in the Sherman

Act jjclaim

We begin with the issue of market

definition As noted above circumstantial evidence

of market power requires that the plaintiff at the

threshold define the relevant market market is
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any grouping of sales whose sellers if unified by

monopolist or hypothetical cartel would have mar

ket power in dealing with any group of buyers See

Phiflip Areeda Herbert Flovenkamp Antitrust

L.aw 518 lb at 534 Supp 1993 hereinafter

Areeda Hovenkamp If the sales of other produ

cers substantially constrain the price-increasing abil

ity
of the monopolist or hypothetical cartel these oth

er producers must be included in the market Stated

differently market is the group of sellers or pro

ducers who have the actual or potential ability to de

prive each other of significant levels of business

Thurman Jndus 875 F.2d at 1374 Market definition

is crucial Without definition of the relevant market

it is impossible to determine market share

112i There are two possible definitions of the market

in the present case Rebel contends the relevant mar

ket includes all retail sales of gasoline in Las Vegas

except for sales of full-serve gasohne This is the

market1435 in which ARCO exclusively operates

ARCO disputes Rebels narrow market definition

ARCO contends the market is broader consisting of

all sales of retail gasoline in L.as Vegas including

full-serve gasoline

The dispute between Rebel and ARCO focused

on cross-elasticity of demand whether consumers

view the products as substitutes for each other See 13

Thomas Sullivan Jeffrey L. Harrison Understand

ing Antitrust and Its Economic Implications 6.04

1988 hereinafter Sullivan l-larrison If con

sumers view the products as substitutes the products

are part of the same market Rebels expert concluded

that self-serve cash-only gasoline and full-serve gas

oline are not substitutes He stated that consumers of

full-serve gasoline base their purchase strictly on the

availability of services for which they pay premi

um Likewise self-serve cash-only gasoline con

sumers do not consider full-serve gasoline as sub

stitute he said because they will always buy the

lower cost gasoline even if the premium for full-

service is less than the cost of the service

The district court accepted ARCOs position con

cluding that both self-serve cash-only gasoline and

full-serve gasoline should be included in the relevant

market ARCO introduced affidavits from an expert

who said the two products were correlated in price

indicating that the products are substitutes for each

FNS
other The court said ARCOs affidavits were

more persuasive than those submitted by Rebel

Rebel contends that the district courts use of the

word persuasive indicates that the court improperly

weighed the evidence role inappropriate at sum

mary judgment See Jjpi C/n Bank 955 F2d 599

613 9th Cir.l992.

EMS The price-correlation data purportedly

showed that the prices of self-serve cash-

only gasoline and full-serve gasoline tend to

move together i.e when one goes up the

other goes up and vice versa The expert

noted that under the Stigler method of

proving supply elasticity high price correla

tion indicates that consumers view the

products as substitutes for each other See

George Stigler Robert Sherwin The

Extent of/he Market 28 J.L Econ 555

572-73 1985 Self-serve sellers could not

increase price and still expect to serve the

same number of customers and hence sell

the same quantity of gasoline as they did at

the lower price

Rebel correctly points out that

the definition of the relevant market is factual in

quiry for the jury and the court may not weigh evid

ence or judge witness credibility high 7eclurnknrj

Caree San .In.ce AIercznv Nen_9 9.5 2..t

990J9th Cir.1995j However that an issue is fhctual

does not necessarily preclude summary judgment If

the moving party shows that there is an absence of

evidence to support the plaintiffs case the nonmov

ing party bears the burden of producing evidence suf

ficient to sustain jury verdict on those issues for

which it bears the burden at trial Celntex 477 uS at

324 106 SCi at 2553 If Rebels evidence cannot

sustain jury verdict on the issue of market defini

tion summary judgment is appropriate See Lu
325.106 S.Ct at 2553-54 This rule does not direct

courts to resolve questions of credibility or conflict

ing inferences What it requires courts to do is assess

whether the jury drawing all inferences in favor of

the nonmoving party could reasonably render ver

dict in favor of the nonmoving party in light of the
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substantive law. Anderson V. Lthertv tohhyjnc.. 477

115. 242 249-52. 106 S.Ct. 2505. 2510-13 91

LEd.2d 202 1986 The determination requires ap

plication of the standard that courts apply in motions

for directed verdict or judgment notwithstanding

the verdict See Id. at 251. 106 S.CL at 2511-12.

LZJtZiR2JU031 As preliminary matter we

note that expert opinion is admissible and may defeat

summary judgment if it appears that the affiant is

competent to give an expert opinion and that the fac

tual basis for the opinion is stated in the affidavit

even though the underlying factual details and reas

oning upon which the opinion is based are not

Eu/thu/s i. Peso/i rnp.. 789 F.2d 1315. 1317 t9th

Cu. 1985. While the affidavit of Rebels expert meets

this basic standard the inference to be drawn from

expert affidavits must as Anderson requires be suffi

cient to support favorable jury verdict. In the con

text of antitrust law if there are undisputed facts

about the structure of the market that render the infer

ence economically unreasonable the expert opinion

is insufficient 1436 to support jury verdict. ist

man Kodak Co. Technical Serv._ 504

U.S. 451. 468-69. 112 S.Ct. 2072. 2083. 119 L.Ed.2d

5.Mi9.92J. As the Supreme Court explained

When an expert opinion is not supported by sufficient

facts to validate it in the eyes of the law or when in

disputable record facts contradict or otherwise render

the opinion unreasonable it cannot support jurys

verdict Expert testimony is useful as guide to inter

preting market facts but it is not substitute for

them. As we observed in Afatsitvhita expert opinion

evidence
..

has little probative value in comparison

with the economic thctors that may dictate particu

lar conclusion

Brook Gr 509 U.S. at ----. 113 S.Ct. at 2598

citations omitted quoting hiotsushito S/cc. Indus.

Co. Zenith Radio Cop. 475 U.S. 574. 594 n. 19.

106 5.Ct. 1348 1360 n. 19. 89 L.Ed.2d 538 1986.

The inquiry is whether the inference to be drawn

from the experts opinion is reasonable given the

substantive law which is the foundation for the claim

or defense. See i.chards v. Nd/sen Freight Lines.

810 F.2d 898. 902 9th Cir.l987.

Our independent review of Rebels expert af

fidavits compels the conclusion that it would be un

reasonable for juror to infer from those affidavits

that full-serve sales of gasoline should be excluded

from the relevant market. Rebels expert relied on

demand elasticity-that is whether price rise in

self-serve cash-only gasoline would cause self-serve

consumers to shift their demand to full-serve gasol

ine. price differential between two products may

reflect low cross-elasticity of demand if the higher

priced product offers additional service for which

consumers are willing to pay premium. Thurman

lodus. F.2d at 1376 citing Photove.ct corp.j.

Fotonat Corp....606 F.2d 704. 715.11th Cir.l979

drive-thru photo processing for which consumers

paid premium was relevant market apart from con

ventional photo processing But defining market

on the basis of demand considerations alone is erro

neous Virtuoi Alanuenoncnjnc. v. Prime Coniputer

Inc. 11 F.3d 660. 664 SkCir.1993 citing Areeda

Hovenkamp ifi 518.1 at 543 ccii dismissed 5fl

U.S. 1216 114 S.Ct. 2700 129 L.Ed.2d 829 1994..

reasonable market definition must also be based on

supply elasticity. Id Twin C/tv Snot/service Inc.

Charles 0. Fin/nv Co.j 12 .2d 264 27419th

Cir.l975. Supply elasticity measures the responsive

ness of producers to price increases. Sullivan liar

rison 6.02 If producers of product can read

ily shift their production facilities to produce product

then the sales of both should be included in the

relevant market. Areeda Turner 52 Ia at 354. The

affidavit of Rebels expert fails to account for the fact

that sellers of full-serve gasoline can easily convert

their full-serve pumps at virtually no cost into self-

serve cash-only pumps expanding output and thus

constraining any attempt by ARCO to charge supra

competitive prices for self-serve gasoline The ease

by which marketers can convert their full-serve facil

ities to increase their output of self-serve gasoline re

quires that full-serve sales be part of the relevant

market it is immaterial that consumers do not regard

the products as substitutes that price differential

exists or that the prices are not closely correlated.

Areeda Turner 521 at 354

U4JLI..5J While sellers in normally functioning mar

ket would convert their full-serve pumps to self-serve

to restrain supracompetitive pricing by ARCO
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Rebels expert contended that Las Vegas is not nor

mally functioning market Rebel states As the mar

ket actually functions the full-service islands simply

do not represent any competition to supracompetitive

pricing by ARCO Rebel contends that ARCOs

predatory below-cost pricing has so punished existing

marketers of gasoline in Las Vegas that these mar

keters are now disciplined oligopoly and have no

incentive to convert their pumps to challenge

ARCOs pricing This contention is irrelevant to mar

ket definition in the present context Rebels theory

has no bearing on the threshold question of whether

those marketers are potential competitors who should

be included in the relevant market See Tlrnnnan In-

this. 875 F.2d at 1374 relevant market includes

those sellers who have the actual or potential abil

ity to compete and deprive the defendant1437 of

significant amounts of business The fact that some

marketers are oligopolists does not mean they cannot

deter an attempted monopolization Even oligopolists

may compete and the oligopoly will vanish if one of

their number strays from the pack with the intent to

violate the Sherman Act See Bork The Antitrust

Paradox 01-04 Nothing in the theory oligo

poly compels the conclusion that ohgopolists do not

FN6
behave as competitors

EN5 If we accepted Rebels argument we

would be assuming the existence of ARCOs

market power before defining the relevant

market method of analysis that defies lo

gic Moreover the
purpose

of defining the

relevant market in an attempt-to-monopolize

claim is to determine whether ARCO has

sufficient market power to pose threat of

monopoly The fact that the market is an oli

gopoly is of no concern as an oligopoly is

not per se illegal under Sherman Act ..QJ

See Indiano Grocen Inc Stwi Vain

Stores inc 864 F.2d 1409 1415-16 fijh

çii1989J

Although Rebel failed to demonstrate its proposed

definition of the relevant market this is not fatal to

Rebels attempt-to-monopolize claim In the alternat

ive Rebel claimed that even if full-serve gasoline is

included in the relevant market ARCO would have

significant market power The district court found

that the relevant product market included full-serve

gasoline. We affirm that determination and are free to

address the remaining issues regarding market power

See B.C Dick Geothermal C.orp Thennogcnics

Inc 890 F.2d 139 144 9th Cir.l989 en banc

We next address the second factor in the market

power analysis market share Measurement of mar

ket share is necessary to determine whether the de

fendant possesses sufficient leverage to influence

marketwide output With dominant share of the

markets productive assets firm may have the mar

Icet power to restrict marketwide output and hence

increase prices as its rivals may not have the capa

city to increase their sales quickly to make up for the

reduction by the dominant firm Ball Memorial

Hasp. 784 F.2d ati35

LAnA Rebels experts contended that ARCO possessed

44 percent share of the retail market consisting of

both self-serve cash-only gasoline and full-serve gas

oline As preliminary matter ARCO disputes

Rebels claim that it possesses 44 percent of the relev

ant market The dispute essentially hinges on how to

define ARCO as firm ARCO directly operates 15

ARCO-branded stations in Las Vegas another 38

ARCO-branded are operated by independent deal

ers who purchase the gasoline at wholesale from

AR.CO and sell at retail on their own account ARCO

points out that if only the 15 company-owned stations

are aggregated ARCOs market share is only 11

percent Rebel contends that the sales capacity of the

38 dealer stations must be included in ARCOs mar

ket share because these independent dealers are not

independent at all Rebel claims that ARCO con

spired with Terrible Flerbst the largest dealer and

owner of 23 stations in the predatory
schemem

As for the remaining ARCO dealers Rebel presented

affidavits from past and present dealers who stated

that ARCO controls their retail prices Rebel con

tends that because ARCO supplies gasoline at the

wholesale level to these dealers ARCO is in posi

tion to influence the ultimate retail price Rebel also

cited pricing data showing that ARCO-branded sta

tions are tightly clustered in product price and do not

appear to act as independent entities
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EN2 As proof of conspiracy Rebel submit

ted an article in trade publication in which

Ed Flerbst vice president of the family-

owned business was quoted as saying

ARCO opened stores in Las Vegas and was

selling to cents gallon below what we

paid wholesale My dad said If you cant

beat them join them So we joined them

The aggregation of market shares of several

rivals is justified if the rivals are alleged to have con
FN$

spired to monopolize cf 1438 United States

4111C17cnn Airlines Inc 743 F.2d 1114 1122 5th

Cir.1984 ccii dismissed 474 U.S 1001 106 S.CL

420 88 L_.4.2d 370 1985 airlines unsuccessful at

tempt to fix prices with rival required aggregation of

both firms shares in attempt-to-monopolize claim

For the purpose of the summary judgment motion

the district court properly aggregated all

ARCO-branded stations together acceptino Rebels

FN9
premise that ARCO share was 44 percent

To prove conspiracy to monopolize

Rebel must show that the independent deal

ers had the specific intent to conspire to

monopolize it is not enough to show that

the dealers merely agreed to go along with

ARCOs pricing See Be/flare Nesi York

Times Co. $26 F.2d 177 183 12d CirJ987

ccii denied 484 U.S 1067 108 S.Ct 1030

98 L.Ed.2d 994 1988

FN9 While the issue of collusion is matter

disputed by ARCO the district court limited

discovery strictly to the issue of market

power No discovery was allowed on collu

sion Given that thct all inferences on the is

sue of collusion must be drawn in Rebels

favor to properly determine the summary

judgment motion See Fli.vld United Slates

Secret Sert 771 F.2d 549 554

D.C.Cir.1985 per curiam

In granting summary judgment to ARCO the district

court held that Rebels evidence could not sustain

jury verdict in its favor because 44 percent market

share was insufficient as matter of law to give

ARCO market power The court citing Twin C/n

Sporiservice 512 F.2d at 1274 stated that numerous

cases hold that any market share below 50 percent is

insufficient

3.5J Rebel argues that evidence of 44 percent mar

ket share is enough to establish genuine issue of

material fact regarding market share It contends that

the district court erred because the court relied on

monopolization rather than an

attempt-to-monopolize standard Rehel argues that

when claim involves an attempt to monopolize the

quantum of market share necessary to create genu

ine issue is smaller than is required in claim of ac

rita monopolization

We agree with Rebel that the minimum

showing of market share required in an attempt case

is lower quantum than the minimum showing re

quired in an actual monopolization case It is true as

the district court stated that numerous cases hold that

market share of less than 50 percent is pre

sumptively insufficient to establish market power

See flunnitit tier indus inc CRC liii Inc

679 F.2d 516 528 5th Cir.l9$2 cci denied 4Q
U.S 1082 103 S.Ct 1770 76 LEd.2d 344 l983

Twin C/tv Sportservice 512 F.2d at 1274 However

these cases and others cited by the district court in

volve claims of actual monopolization When the

claim involves attempted monopolization most cases

hold that market share of 30 percent is pre

sumptively insufficient to establish the power to con

trol price See IellŁrson Poish Hasp fl/st No

Hyde 466 U.S 26 43 104 5.0 1551 1566

43 80 L.Ed.2d 2Jj94j 44 Poultry Forms Inc

Rose Acie Farms Inc $81 F.2d 1396 1403 7th

Cir.l9893 ccii denied 494 U.S 1019 IjO S.Ct

1326 108 L.Ed.2d 501 19901 Thin Foods Coip

Great At Pac Tea Co. 614 F.2d 832 $41 2sf

Cir 19801 Al Al Medical Sith plies Scsi Inc

Plen.cant Valley Hasp inc 981 .2d 160 168 4th

Cir.19921 cci denied 50$ U.S 972 113 S.Ct

2962 125 L.Ed.2d 662 3992 Areeda Turner

835c at 349 ARCOs market share of 44 percent is

sufficient as matter of law to support finding of

market power if entry barriers are high and competit

ors are unable to expand their output in response to

FF110
supracompetitive pnctngr
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FN1O The Fourth Circuit has stated that

claims involving shares between 30 and 50

percent should usually be rejected except

when conduct is very likely to achieve

monopoly or when conduct is invidious but

not so much so as to make the defendant per

se liable Medical Supplies 9fl

F.2d at 168 citing Areeda Turner
ifi

83 Sc

at 350 This standard initially proposed by

Professors Areeda and Turner would in

clude predatory conduct in the invidious

category In addition separate standard

would presume market power if the market

share is greater than 50 percent if the other

substantive elements of an attempt to mono

polize claim are satisfied Id at 168

We are reluctant to apply such bright-line

rules regarding market share in deciding

whether defendant has market power to re

strict output or raise prices Courts should be

wary of the numbers game of market per

centage when considering attempt-

tomonopolize claims Dinnitt Agri Inc/us

dec 679 F2d at 533 As Professors Areeda

and Turner admit their refined rules may be

illusory guides to deciding market power

Areeda Turner 11 835c at 350 The far

wiser approach which this circuit has ob

served if not explicitly adopted is illustrated

by 5.gjLMenaual I-/asp 784 F2d at 1335

7th Cirj and Ruka Ufe 823 F.2d at 1232

8th Cii where the issue of market power

was decided by carefully analyzing certain

telltale factors in the relevant market market

share entry barriers and the capacity of ex

isting competitors to expand output We see

no reason to depart from this mode of ana

lysis

1439

We next address the final factors in market

power analysis barriers to entry and barriers to ex

pansion mere showing of substantial or even dom

inant market share alone cannot establish market

power sufficient to carry out predatory scheme The

plaintiff must show that new rivals are barred from

entering the market and show that existing competit

ors lack the capacity to expand their output to chal

lenge the predators high price See Rvka A.ffe 823

F.2dat 1232

Entry barriers are additional long-run

costs that were not incurred by incumbent firms but

must be incurred by new entrants or factors in the

market that deter entry while permitting incumbent

firms to earn monopoly returns .gcifngeles Land

Ca Brunsivick aip6 F.3d 1422 1427-28 9th

Ciri993 cart denied 510 U.S 1197 114 S.Ct

1307 127 L.Ed.2d 658 14. quoting Areeda

Hovenkamp Antitrust Law 409 at 509-10

Supp.1992 The main sources of entry barriers are

legal license requirements
LN..Li

control of an

essential or superior resource entrenched buyer

preferences for established brands capital market

evaluations imposing higher capital costs on new

entrants and in some situations economies of

scale Id at 1428 In evaluating entry barriers we

focus on their ability to constrain not those already

in the market but .. those who would enter but are

prevented from doing so United States

1cr 903 E2cl 659 672 21 t9th Cir.l990

FNI It is well known that some of the

most insuperable barriers in the great race of

competition are the result of government

regulation United 5ale.c Svrs6 Enter

p/es 903 F.2d 659 673 9th CirJ99Qj

14531.4æ1 To justify finding that defendant has the

power to control prices entry barriers must be signi

ficant-they must be capable of constraining the nor

mal operation of the market to the extent that the

problem is unlikely to be self-correcting See Suit

Enter 903 F.2d at 663 Barriers to entry are insigni

ficant when natural market forces will likely cure the

problem In such cases judicial intervention into the

market is unwarranted For example with easy entry

predator charging supracompetitive prices will

quickly lose market share as well as any chance of

reaping monopoly profits as new rivals enter the

market and undercut its high price See /d at 664

Rebel introduced affidavits from experts stating

that potential new competitors in the Las Vegas mar

ket face high barriers to entry the most significant
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being legal license Since July 1987 Nevada law

has barred major oil refiners from entering the market

and directly operating gasoline stations Nevadi
vorcement Law 15 Nev.Rev.Stat 598.677
The law contains grandfather provision that per

mitted existing company-operated stations to remain

At the time ARCO owned IS stations in Las Vegas

far more than any other major oil company Because

major oil refiners which includes all Los Angeles re

finers are harred from entering Rebel contended that

only independent chain marketers or individual en

trepreneurs are candidates to enter the Las Vegas re

tail gasoline market Rebel claims that neither is cap

able of effectively competing with ARCO

refiner is barred if it meets three

conditions produced more than 30 per

cent of the domestic and imported crude oil

supplied to its refinery refines gasoline

from crude oil and has total refinery

capacity of more than 175000 15

Nev.Rev.Statj 597.340

Rebels experts contend that the unique nature and

structure of the gasoline market in L.as Vegas is

barrier to independent chain marketers who would

seek to enter the market Rebel argues there is no

year-round independent source of wholesale gasoline

in Las Vegas demonstrated by the fact that 95 per

cent of the gasoline sold in L.as Vegas arrives via the

Cal-Nev pipeline The Cal-Nev pipeline requires

minimum shipment oF 420000 gallons Rebels ex

perts contend that because costs and quality mainten

ance limit storage of any shipment to one month

new entrant must have the capacity to sell 420000

gallons month which would require the acquisition

of 10 to 15 retail outlets

1440 Apart from the large capital investment associ

ated with opening and operating 10 to 15 stations

Rebel contends that both independent chain mar

keters and individual entrepreneurs would have

trouble ensuring reliable wholesale supply of gasol

ine at competitive price for two reasons First

wholesale sellers will simply note market conditions

and raise their wholesale prices seizing the excess

profits that are made available if ARCO raises its

prices Rebels expert contends that historical data in-

dicates that wholesale sellers have behaved in this

manner Second since 1989 regulations in Clark

County Nevada have required the use of oxygenated

gasoline during six months each year ARCO uses

ethanol as an oxygenate which is cents per gallon

cheaper than Methyl Tertiary Butyl Ether MTBE
the oxygenate used by every other wholesale suppli

er Rebel claims this is significant cost disadvantage

to new entrants Rebel also introduced affidavits in

dicating that high capital costs of $75 to $15 million

the unavailability of loan capital and the chilling

effect of ARCOs prior predatory behavior discour

aged potential new competitors in the market

148ff491 Assertions in expert affidavits do not auto

matically create genuine issue of material fact As

noted above we are obligated to look at the record to

determine whether in light of any undisputed facts

the inferences to be drawn from the experts affidavits

are reasonable Eastman Kodak 504 U.S at 468-69

112 5fF at 2083 When the expert opinion is not

supported by sufficient facts to validate it in the eyes

of the law or when indisputable record facts contra

dict or otherwise render the opinion unreasonable

summary judgment is appropriate Brook Group 509

U.S at ---- 113 S.Ct at 2598

It is undisputed that seven independent marketers

operating total of 17 stations entered the L.as Vegas

market between 1983 and 1990 not counting attemp

ted entrants who failed in their first year of

operation Most of the new rivals entered before

1988 Only two rivals entered after 1988 operating

one station apiece

ENii According to Rebels own expert

these marketers included Dominos Desert

Bait Green Valley King and Express

Undisputed evidence of entry between 1983 and

1990 the alleged predation period might contradict

an inference that ARCO engaged in predatory pricing

during that period as firm is unlikely to enter

market when rival is selling products below cost

But it does not necessarily contradict the threat of

market power which is the issue in this appeal The

crux of Rebels argument is that ARCO obtained or

has come close to obtaining market power since the
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enactment of the Divorcement Law and the oxygen

ate regulations in 1987 and 1988 respectively. We

know of no authority that would require as proof of

market power evidence of entry barriers throughout

the period of predation Indeed predatory claims in

cluding Rebels suggest that market po\ver is not

gained until after years of below-cost pricing during

which competitors exit the market and the defendants

market share increases To determine whether Rebels

claim of entry barriers is reasonable we must con

sider those entries occurring after 1988 when the al

leged barriers were in place and when ARCO al

legedly obtained the power to charge supracompetit

ive prices See Carciil 479 U.S. at 120 n. 15. 107

S.Ct. at 494 ii 15.

fl The fact that entry has occurred does not ne

cessarily preclude the existence of significant entry

barriers. If the outpul or capacity of the new entrant is

insufficient to take significant business away from

the predator they are unlikely to represent chal

lenge to the predators market power See Octhu Ga
Sun. Inc. v. Pacific Resources Inc. 838 F2d 360

2JQiKCir.1988 cert denied. 488 U.S. 870. 109

Ct. 180. 102 L.Ed.2d 149 j.2$ Department of

Justice Merger Guidelines 3.0 1992 entry must

be timely likely and sufficient in magnitude char

acter and scope to deter or counteract the

effects of concern Barriers may

still be significant if the market is unable to correct

itself despite the entry of small rivals This is the pos

ition taken by Rebels
expert..

He claims the new

J44j entry after 1988 was de rninrnis because the

new rivals were all small independent dealers with

insignificant volumes whose operations do not con

tradict the existence of barriers to entry in the las

Vegas market

We addressed similar question in Oalju which in

volved an appeal from the denial of motion for

judgment notwithstanding the verdict In that case

we held that the entry of two rivals did not preclude

the jurys finding that the defendant had actually

monopolized the market Ga/rn 838 F.2d at 367. We

explained that one rivals founder was former exec

utive for the monopolist which supported the infer

ence that his success in the market was not competi

tion on the merits. As for the other rival we noted

that evidence that the firm remained very small

could reasonably preclude decision that rivals

entry reflected breakdown of barriers to entry Id.

at 367.

The same reasoning applies here. The conclusion of

Rebels expert that significant entry barriers were

erected by the Nevada Divorcement Law and the

oxygenate regulations is not contradicted or rendered

unreasonable by the fact that two small rivals entered

the market after the enactment of these laws. ARCO

operates or supplies 53 ARCO-branded gas sta

tions. juror could reasonably conclude that two

gasoline stations would have insufficient capacity to

offset supracompetitive pricing by would-be mono

polist.
Rebels evidence on entry barriers is sufficient

to create genuine issue of material fhct but this

does not end our inquiry.

L521 Market power cannot be inferred solely from

the existence of entry barriers and dominant market

share. The ability to control output and prices-the es

sence of market power-depends largely on the ability

of existing firms to quickly increase their own output

in response to contraction by the defendant. ffiL/

iWenranal Hasp. 784 F.2d at 1336. Competitors may

not be able to increase output if there are barriers to

expansion. One such barrier is lack of excess capa

city. Excess capacity is the capacity of the rivals in

market to produce more than the market demands at

competitive price. Flovenkamp Economics and Fed

eral Antitrust Law 6.10 at 182. If existing compet

itors are producing at full capacity they may lack the

ability to quickly expand supply and counteract

predators supracompetitive pricing Id. at 1335-36.

On the other hand if rivals have idle plants and can

quickly respond to any predators attempt to raise

prices above competitive levels the predator will suf

fer an immediate loss of market share to competitors.

In that instance the predator does not have market

power. See Herbert Hovenkamp and Avarelle Silver

Westrick Predatory Pricing and the Ninth Circuit

1983 Ariz. St.L.J. 4433 466 1983.

Excess capacity is technical concept that is dif

ficult to measure without an analysis of firms costs

Instead evidence of past output expansion may be

used as surrogate. If there is undisputed evidence
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indicating that competitors have expanded output in

the recent past or have the ability to expand output in

the future summary disposition may be appropriate

See Inlernational Thxtrth Centers Inc Walsh

Trucking Co. 812 F.2d 786 792 2d CJj cert

denied 482 U.S 915 107 S.D 3188 96 L.Ed.2d

676 1987 cf OaIrii 838 F.2d at 366 no market

power exists in market with low entry barriers or

oilier evidence of defendantv inability to control

prices or exclude competitors emphasis added

Prior expansion by competitors would suggest that

the defendant during that expansion lacked the mar

ket power to control marketwide output in the first

place See Id at 792-93 If firm has not obtained

that power and is not reasonably close to obtaining it

it matters little that high barriers to entry exist to

help that firm maintain monopoly power it could

never achieve Indiana Grocery Inc Super Valu

Stores Inc 864 F.2d 1409 l4l5ThhCirl989

On this point Rebels claim of attempted monopoliz

ation falters It is undisputed that in 1988 and 1989

two firms Texaco and Southland expanded their op

erations in Las Vegas by acquiring the assets of exit

ing or bankrupt rivals Texaco acquired 14 gasoline

stations from the Exxon Corporation and turned the

stations into dealerships Another 21 former Circle

outlets became Texaco dealerships while Circle

was in bankruptcy1442 and another Jet sta

tions became Texaco dealerships in addition the

Southland Corporation added 32 more stores to its

chain of 7-1 stores by acquiring the assets of

Stop Go markets in Las Vegas

Rebel argues that these acquisitions do not prove

expansion occurred because the acquisitions in

volved gasoline stations already in the market The

upshot of Rebels argument apparently is that because

there is no increase in stations Texaco and Southland

dealers have no ability to increase marketiiide output

than they did before the acquisition Rebels argument

ignores an important fact gasoline stations do not

produce gasoline Stations are merely retail distribu

tion outlets Gasoline is produced in Los Angeles re

fineries then shipped to Las Vegas via the Cal-Nev

pipeline Competitors do not have to build more gas

stations to satisfy customers wants They can simply

purchase and transport more gasoline via the

pipeline Cf Id at 1414 to increase output to offset

grocery stores need not build new productive assets

but can deliver more groceries from suppliers This

means that where sufficient competing retail outlets

exist would-be monopolist must control mar

ketwide output at the wholesale supply level in order

to pose any threat of monopolizing the re/aU market

In essence Rebel must show that ARCO had mono

poly power or was dangerously close to achieving it

at the wholesale supply level See Los Anceles Lu
F.3d at 1429 by Rifling to prove that de

fendant controlled the supply of bowling equipment

plaintiff failed to prove that defendant had market

power in the retail bowling market

As the expansion by Texaco and Southland suggests

the wholesale gasoline supply in L.as Vegas is highly

elastic which does not support an inference that

ARCO controls the supply of wholesale gasoline

Already supplying 22 dealers Texaco undertook the

task of supplying 34 more dealers in
very short time

six stations were not yet up and running Although

the volume of this increased supply is not contained

in the record it undoubtedly was substantial

Texacos expansion occurred in 1989 about the time

ARCO is supposed to have acquired market power

The expansion suggests that if ARCO attempted to

curtail the total volume of gasoline sold to Las Vegas

motorists existing competitors could easily offset

that action by delivering more gasoline The expan

sion contradicts Rebels position that AR.CO is reas

onably close to controlling the gasoline supply and

retail gasoline prices See Indiana C7roceri 864 F.2d

at 1414

Rebels economic expert contends refiner-suppliers

such as Texaco in reality will not deliver more gasol

ine to dealers if ARCO attempts to raise its price

above competitive levels Rebel explains that any re

tail dealers who attempt to challenge ARCOs high

prices are prevented from doing so because refiner-

suppliers are oligopolists who will raise their whole

sale prices whenever ARCO raises its retail prices

As Rebel describes it retailers bear the brunt of bad

times and are denied the fruits of good times

To support his contention that refiner-suppliers are

oligopolists who restrict the gasoline supply Rebels
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expert relied on pricing data showing that in two

successive periods prices in Las Vegas were to 19

cents higher than prices in Los Angeles when adjus

ted for transportation costs This is direct proof

Rebel says that ARCO actually exercised market

power in Las Vegas in an attempt to recoup predatory

losses and that the oligopolist refiner-suppliers

joined the supracompetitive pricing Rebels experts

concluded that ARCO recouped more than $14 mil

lion with no loss of market share

LjJ Rebels evidence cannot as matter of law be

the basis for inferring market power in its attempted

monopolization claim Although oligopoly pricing

cannot be ruled out as plausible means to recoup

predatory losses onk Grinw 509 U.S at ---- 113

5.0 at 2590 oligopoly pricing standing alone does

not prove that ARCO has market power at least not

the degree of market power to raise the concerns of

the Sherman Act The fact that competitors may see

proper in the exercise of their own judgment to fol

low the prices of another manufacturer does not es

tablish any suppression of competition or any sinister

domination and does not violate the Sherman Act

1443/n it Coordinated Pretnal Proceedings in Pet

re/cain Prod .4ntirnivt Litgaiion 906 F.2d 432 444

9th Cir 1990 quoting United States International

Harvester Co 274 U.S 693 708-09 47 S.Ct 748

753-54 71 LEd 13021927 ccii denied 500 U.s

959 111 S.Ct 22i4jJLEd.2d 725 1991 The

reason for this rule is clear To pose threat of mono

polization one finn a/one must have the power to

control market output and exclude competition Luiii

ann GnceryJi.64 F.2d at l4l5 An oligopolist lacks

this unilateral power By definition oligopolists are

interdependent An oligopolist can increase market

price but only if the others go along Areeda Turn

er11 141Db at 64

In Indiana Grocery the Seventh Circuit rejected an

argument similar to Rebels The plaintiff Indiana

Grocery claimed that the defendants predatory pri

cing disciplined rivals to the extent that the defend

ant and his rivals had engaged in oligopoly pricing

The court rejected the plaintiffs argument that oligo

poly pricing indicated market power stating

Indiana Grocerys theory does not implicate section

of the Sherman Act At best it

poses
the danger that

defendantsJ anticompetitive conduct could result

in diminished price competition in an oligopolistic

market Section however does not govern single

firm anticompetitive conduct aimed only at creating

an oligopoly authorized scrutiny of

single firms only w/reii they pose danger of mono

polization

Indiana Grogqj 864 F.2d at 1416 quoting Cower
weld Coip Independence Tithe Cop 467 U.S

752 768 104 5.CL 2731 2740 81 L.Ed.2d 628

fj94 citations omitted cf Crftgpers PromolionL

Inc flame Box 0111cc Inc 724 F.2d 290 291

2d Cir.l983 ccii denied 467 U.s 1252 104 5Cr

3536 82 L.Ed.2d 841 1984 claim that two firms

expressly colluded in an attempt to monopolize

would be one of oligopoly under jJ rather than

monopoly under L.Z We recognize that gap in the

Sherman Act allows oligopolies to slip past its pro

hibitions see Sullivan Harrison 6.07 at 262-63

but filling that gap is the concern of Congress not the

judiciary

In summary Rebel failed to establish genuine issue

of material fhct on market power to support its at

tempted monopolization claim Although there is

genuine issue regarding market share and entry bath

ers there appears to be no genuine issue regarding

the ability of ARCOs existing competitors to in

crease their output The undisputed record indicates

that the gasoline supply in L.as Vegas is highly elastic

and that competitors could increase their output if

ARCO raised prices Consequently Rebel failed to

produce sufficient evidence to support finding that

ARCO is dangerously close to obtaining the power to

monopolize the market Rebels failure to make suf

ficient showing of market power demonstrates that

ARCOs alleged predatory pricing has not threatened

consumer welfare in manner cognizable under

of the Sherman Act For this reason Rebel cannot ob

tain damages because any injury from ARCOs al

leged below-cost pricing is not antitrust injury under

Sherman Act

1561571 Rebels claim under Sherman Act alleges

that ARCO conspired with Terrible Herbst its largest
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dealer to fix retail gasoline prices in Las Vegas at

predatory levels To establish Sherman
Act1%f4vi.

olation for vertical maximum price fixing
private plaintiff seeking damages must demonstrate

collusion to fix predatory prices and causal

antitrust injury See USA Pen olewu 495 U.S at

33545 110 S.Ct at 1889-95

EN 14 Section states Every contract

combination in the form of trust or other

wise or conspiracy in restraint of trade or

commerce is declared to be illegal

U.S.C $1 11994

Rebel argues that market power is

not prerequisite to antitrust injury if the claim is

premised on Sherman Act .JLJ. It reasons that because

vertical price fixing is per se illegal Arizona Marl

c.gjj.g.QousMedical Socy_45jU.S.332 347 102

S.Ct 2466 2474-75 73 L.Ed.2d 48 1982 market

analysis is not necessary Rebel confi.ises proof of li

ability with proof of antitrust injury Per se rules re

lieve plaintifth of the burden of proving anticompetit

ive effects which are assumed but they do not cx

cusc 1444 plaintifTh from showing that their injury

was caused by the anticompetitive aspects of the il

legal act Newman Universal Picturec 813 .2d

1519 ij-23j9thC.ir.l9Sii ccvi denied 486 U.S

1059 108 SCt 2831 100 L.Ed.2d 931 l.5 The

mere presence of per se violation under Sherman

Act j.j does not by itself bestow on any plaintiff

private right of action for damages Indiana Cr
cerv 864 F.2d at 1M9. plaintiff must prove that his

injury flows from the anticotupetitive aspect of the

defendants conduct For example in USA Petroleznn

the plaintiff did not suffer antitrust injury from the

defendants conspiracy to fix low prices Although

per se illegal maximumprice fixing cannot cause an

titrust injury because low prices are the very essence

of competition Id 457 U.S at 332 102 S.Ct.ar

2469-70 quoting Matsushita 475 U.S at 594 l06

S.Ct at 1359-60k

523 Unlike USA Petroleum Rebel accuses ARCO of

conspiring to fix predatory Lelow-cost prices Some

commentators have argued that competitor harmed

by predators below-cost pricing need not show

market power in order to prove antitrust injury be-

cause below-cost pricing harms consumer welfare by

causing allocative inefficiency-that is societys re

sources are allocated to the predated goods in

amounts exceeding societys valuation of those

FNI5
goods See Roger Blair Jeffrey Harris

on Rethinking Antinust In/un 42 Vand.L.Rev

.1539 1564 11989 The Supreme Court in Brook

Group foreclosed this theory Although unsuccess

ful predatory pricing may encourage some inefficient

substitution toward the product being sold at less than

its cost unsuccessful predation is in general boon to

consumers Brook Group 509 U.S at ---- 113 S.Ct

at 2588 Because below-cost pricing is boon to

consumers the losses inflicted on Rebel by the pri

cing are not the stuff of antitrust injury It would be

incongruous to award damages to plaintiffs for ac

tions that in general benefit consumer welfare See

Indiana Groeen 864 F.2d at 1419 To show antitrust

injury under Sherman Act j.j plaintiff must show

that the predator has market power.

Ei1L5 To put it another way pricing below

marginal cost is socially wasteful because

the seller produces goods at cost which is

greater than their value to consumers Ianich

Bras 570 F.2d at 857-52 Hovenkamp

Economics and Federal Antitrust L.aw at 46

As we have noted previously allocative effi

ciency is synonymous with consumer wel

fare flesapeake nod Oh/n R.R Co

United States 704 F.2d 373 376 7th

Cir 1983 and is the central goal of the

Sherman Act Northern Par Ri Co

United Sia/e_356 U.S 78 S.Ct 5l4

L.Ed.2d 545 1958 the Sherman Act rests

on the premise that the unrestrained interac

tion of competitive forces will yield the best

allocation of our economic resources

Rebel does not allege that ARCO conspired with its

competitors in L.as Vegas to monopolize the market

Thus for the same reasons that we stated in our ana

lysis of Rebels claim under Sherman Act Rebels

evidence is insufficient for jury reasonably to con

clude that ARCO possesses market power or is dan

gerously close to obtaining it under EL In light of

this conclusion any injury-in-fact suffered by Rebel

as result of ARCOs alleged predatory maximum
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price fixing does not constitute antitrust injury

Rebel challenges the district courts summary judg

ment in thvor of ARCO on its price discrimination

claim As with Rebels other claims the court con

cluded that Rebel could not prove antitrust injury be

cause Rebel had produced insufficient evidence thai

ARCO possessed market power The issues we ad

dress are twofold whether showing of market

power is required to demonstrate antitrust injury in

primary-line discrimination claim and if so whether

Rebel presented sufficient evidence of market power

for reasonable jury to decide in its favor

Section 2a of the Clayton Act as amended by the

Robinson-Patman Act prohibits price discrimination

where the effect of such discrimination may be sub

stantially to lessen competition or tend to create

monopoly in any line of commerce or to injure des

troy or prevent competition with any person
who

either grants or knowingly receives the benefit of

such discrimination or with customers 1445 of

either of them J.$.Cjl3fjj emphasis added

Price discrimination occurs in two forms as

price differential between geographical markets

and as price differential between purchasers Price

discrimination in the former sense called primary-

line injury occurs when the seller charges predatory

below-cost prices in one market in an attempt to

eliminate competitors there and charges supracom

petitive pr-ices in another market competing seller

in the predated market may claim injury Price dis

crimination in the latter sense called secondary-line

injury occurs when seller grants favorable price

to one purchaser but not another In that case the dis

flavored purchaser may sue

Rebels claim alleged primary-line discrimination As

proof Rebels expert relied on pricing data showing

that for four years between 1985 and 1989 ARCO

charged predatory prices in L.as Vegas that when ad

justed for transportation costs were to 14 cents per

gallon below those charged in Los Angeles Rebels

expert also produced data showing that from 1989 to

1991 ARCO intermittently charged prices in L.as Ve

gas that were to 19 cents per gallon higher than in

Los Angeles Rebel argues that this price discriniina

tion shows that ARCO attempted to eliminate rivals

and has charged supracompetitive prices to recoup its

losses

Because primary-line injury is of the same

general character as predatory pricing schemes ac

tionable under Sherman Act .J Brook Group 509

U.S at ---- 113 S.Ct at 2587 primary-line injury

plaintiff bears essentially the same substantive bur

den as plaintiff under the Sherman Act That is to

hold defendant liable for charging below-cost

prices primary-line plaintiff must show that the

predator stands some chance_of recouping his losses

Id at ..--- 113 S.Ct at 2588L Under the Clayton

Act as amended by the Robinson-Patman Act the

standard is reasonable prospect of recoupment

Id This requires the plaintiff to show that the predat

or has market power or that he has some reasonable

prospect of obtaining it. Absent any chance of such

showing the below-cost pricing poses no threat to

competition Id

FN16 rhe Supreme Court implicitly over

ruled Utah Pie Co Continental Baking

Co. 386 U.S 685 87 S.Ct 1326 IS

Li2t_.406 1967 controversial case

which set forth different standards for

primary-line injury The court explained that

Utah Pie was merely an early judicial in

quiry Brook Group 509 fJit--n 113

S.Ct at 2587

The parties disagree over whether Rebel

must show that ARCO has market power in order to

satisfy the antitrust injury requirement Brook Group

is not necessarily controlling Brook Group addressed

only the standards for liability in primary-line

claim The standards for proving violation differ

from the standards for proving antitrust injury in

deed the antitrust injury requirement imposes more

stringent standard than the rules of liability See

Truett ne Co ThijguAIotorv corp. 451 U.S

557 562 101 S.Ct 1923 1927 68 L.Ed.2d 442

19811 Substantive liability looks to whether the de
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fendants conduct is forbidden antitrust injury looks

to whether the claimed injury fall squarely within

the area of congressional concern Blue Shield of

Vireinjo McCreadi 457 U.S 465 484 102 S.Ct

2540 2551 73 L.Ed.2d 149 ft22 Thus to define

the scope of antitrust injury for violation of the

Clayton Act it is the purpose of that legislation and

the interests it seeks to protect which is controlling

Greater Rocklind Ener Techno1o Gorp

Shell Oil Co 998 F.2d 391 399 7th Cir.l993 cert

denied 510 U.S 1111 114 S.Ct 1054 127 L.Ed2d

375 1994 For example because the Sherman Acts

concern is consumer welfare antitrust injury occurs

only when the claimed injury flows from acts harm

ful to consumers

LZffl We conclude that plaintiff alleging primary-

line discrimination must prove antitrust injury in the

same manner that Sherman Act plaintiff does-by

showing that his injury flows from those aspects or

effects of the conduct that are harmful to consumer

welfare Legislative history supports our conclusion

Congress first prohibited primary_line1446 discrim

ination with the Clayton Act of 1914 In its original

enactment the Clayton Act forbid discrimination that

might substantially lessen competition or tend to

create monopoly in any line ofcommerce Clayton

Antitrust Act 38 Stat 730 1914 The statute spe

cifically applied only to primary-line injury Its pur

pose was to prevent large corporations from invading

markets of small firms and charging predatory prices

for the
purpose of destroying marketwide competi

tion See HR No 627 63rd Cong 2d Sess

1914 Sullivan Harrison 8.03 at 321 Like the

Sherman Act the original Clayton Acts primary aim

was to prevent harm to consumers See Thnich Sims

Inc American DLvt ill/ne Co 570 F.2d 848 855

9th Cit 1977 both the Sherman Act and Clayton

Act are aimed at the same economic evil cert

denied 439 U.S 829 99 S.Ct 103 58 L.Ed.2d 122

JJJ In holding that primary-line plaintiff must

demonstrate an injury flowing from an aspect of the

defendants conduct injurious to consumer welfare

we intend in no way to affect the standard for anti

trust injury in secondary-line cases Secondary-line

discrimination is forbidden by the Robinson-Patman

Act which amended the Clayton Act It is clear that

Congress intended the Robinson-Patman Acts provi

sions to apply only to secondary-line cases not

primary-line cases See FLR No 2287 74th Cong

2d Sess 1936 The Robinson-Patman Act

stands on entirely different footing than the Sherman

Act and Clayton Act While the framers of the her

man and Clayton Acts intended to proscribe only

conduct that threatens consumer welftire the framers

of the Robinson-Patman Amendments intended to

punish perceived economic evils not necessarily

threatening to consumer welfare per se Fairness and

protection of secondary-line purchasers are the con

cerns of the Robinson-Patman Act conclusion that

is confirmed by the language of the statute legislat

ive history and judicial precedent Accordingly

we have held that secondary-line plaintiff can

demonstrate antitrust injury if the price discrimina

tion caused him to lose sales and profits he need not

demonstrate any injury to consumer welfare lies

bra uck Texaco Inc. 842 F.2d 1034 1042 9th

Cir.1987 aJJd on other grounds 496 U.S 543

557-58 110 S.Ct 2535 2543-44 110 L.Ed.2d 492

1_99ffl accord /.F Feeser Seru-1-Portion Inc

909 F.2d 1524 1540 3d Cir.199Q cert denied

U.S9.j.ll1 S.Ct 13.13 113 L.Ed.2d4ji99fl

1447Jlontc pf Atlanta Inc Minolta corp 903

F.2d 1414 142711th Cir1990 but see Boise Coc

code Goip FTC 837 F.2d 1127 1143

U1Qcir.988 injury to competitor may be rebutted

by lack of consumer injury As case involving sec

ondary-line injury not primary-line injury Has

brouck is not implicated by the present case

FNI The Robinson-Patnmn Act attaches

to competitive relations between given

seller and his several customers It concerns

discrimination between customers of the

same seller It has nothing to do with re

quit fingj the maintenance of am relation

s/tip in prices charged by competing

seller Report No 2287 74th Cong

2d Sess 1936

FN18 Enacted in 1936 the Robinson-Pat-

man Act amendments were an outgrowth of

dissatisfaction with the original Clayton

Acts inability to prevent large retail chains
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from obtaining quantity discounts from

big suppliers at the disadvantage of small

retailers who competed with the chains

HR Report Na 2287 74th Cong 2d Sess

3-4 1936 Rep No 1502 74th Cong 2d

Sess 1936 FTC Morton Salt Co 334

US 37 43 68 S.Ct 822 826-27 92 LEd

1196 119481

The new law broadened the scope of the

Clayton Acts provisions While the Clayton

Act only proscribed conduct that may

substantially lessen competition or tend to

create monopoly the new law added the

following crucial passage or to injure des

troy or prevent competition with any person

who either grants or knowingly receives the

benefit of such discrimination or with cus

tomers of either of them The purpose of

this passage was to relieve secondary-line

plaintiffs-small retailers who are disfavored

by discriminating suppliers-from having to

prove harm to competition marketwide al

lowing them instead to impose liability

simply by proving effects to individual coin

petitors HR Report No 2287 74th Cong
2d Sess 1936 As the House Report

stated

The existing law has in practice been too re

strictive in requiring showing of general

injury to competitive conditions in the line

of commerce concerned whereas the more

immediately important concern is in injury

to the competitor victimized by the discrim

ination.

The Senate Report stated that the amend

ments aimed to prevent conzpethor injury as

means of preventing general market in

jury-to catch the weed in the seed will keep

it from coming to flower S.Rep No 1502

74th Cong 2d Sess 1936 As the Su

preme Court long ago stated Congress in

tended to protect mere/rant from competit

ive injury attributable to discriminatory

prices Morton Salt Co 334 U.S at 49

68 S.Ct at 829-30 Greater Rockford En

er 998 F.2d at 399-400 11

To prove antitrust injury Rebel cannot rely solely on

evidence that ARCO charged lower prices in Las Ve

gas than in L.os Angeles L.ower prices even if below

cost are the essence of competition and are boon

to consumers Brook Group 509 U.S at ---- 113

S.Ct at 2588 To demonstrate antitrust injury in its

primary-line claim Rebel must show that ARCO has

market power

The required showing of market power in

primary-line claim is somewhat less than is required

in Sherman Act claim In contrast to the Sherman

Act which speaks only of various forms of express

agreement and monopoly the Clayton Act as

amended by the Robinson-Patman Act prohibits

price discrimination that may lessen competition

Brook Group at ---- 113 S.Ct at 2591 Con

sequently the Supreme Court has held that

excessive concentration and the oligopolistic price

coordination it portends may be the injury to com

petition the Act prohibits Brook Group at ---

S.Cr at 2591 citing United States Pinlode/pino

gl Bank 374 U.S 321 83 5.0 1715 10 LEd.2d

915 1963 This suggests that Rebel need only

prove that ARCO has degree of market power to

threaten oligopolization not monopolization Despite

this difference consumer welfare is still the lodestar

for determining antitrust injury in primary-line

claim. To show lessening of conipetition it is not

enough to show that the number rivals has been re

duced or that the market is concentrated Rather it

must be demonstrated that predator has

reasonable prospect of enforcing oligopoly pricing

in Las Vegas and thus of recouping its predatory

losses Brook Gjpy_509 U.S at ---- 113 SCt.at

258

We now consider whether Rebels evidence is

sufficient to show antitrust injury in its price discrim

ination claim

In our discussion of Rebels attempted monopol

ization claim we concluded that Rebels circumstan

tial evidence of market share and entry barriers in the

retail market could not support finding of market

power to support an attempted monopolization claim
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in light of undisputed evidence of recent expansion

by Texaco and Southland two of ARCOs existing

competitors We must evaluate that evidence again to

determine whether Rebel has raised disputed issue

of material fact as to whether ARCO has the market

power to lessen competition by enforcing an oligo

poly The degree of market power need not be as high

as in monopolization claim in light of this lesser

standard we conclude that Rebel has established

disputed issue of material fact as to its standing to

state cause of action under the Clayton Act

Rebel produced data showing that during the alleged

recoupment period ARCOs retail gasoline prices

were higher in Las Vegas than in Los Angeles when

adjusted for transportation costs Rebels experts

opined that this is direct evidence of supracompetit

ive pricing by ARCO as Los Angeles is highly

competitive retail gasoline market Further Rebel

produced evidence that ARCOs market share actu

ally increased during the period when it was charging

allegedly supracompetitive prices Rebel contends

that this evidence indicates that ARCOs existing

competitors in the retail gasoline market have been

disciplined by ARCOs pattern of below-cost pred

atory pricing and are unwilling to risk price competi

tion with ARCO Rebel argues that this is evidence

that ARCO has achieved the market power to enforce

classic disciplined oligopoly one of the anticom

petitive effects that the Clayton Act prohibits See

Brook Group 509 U.S at ---- 113 S.Ct at 2591

As we noted above Rebel has produced evidence of

significant barriers to entry in the Las Vegas retail

gasoline market This is crucial because if entry is

unimpeded supracompetitive profit levels in the mar

ket would attract new competitors to the market who

could undercut ARCOs prices and prevent it from re

couping its predatory losses J44$ See Brook Group

at ---- 113 S.Ct at 2589 We have already determ

ined that Rebels evidence indicates that these barriers

to entry are significant and thus that new competitors

are unlikely to enter the market at price and volume

levels sufficient to challenge ARCO

Rebel may rely on this evidence of oligopoly

pricing to prove market power on its price discrimin

ation claim Although such evidence cannot support

claim of monopolization under the Sherman Act no

such limitation exists when the claim involves price

discrimination under the Clayton Act Brook Gjtia

509 U.S at ---- 113 S.Ct at 2591 Further the lack

of evidence of output restiiction is not so significant

here The economic forces at work in an oligopoly

are very different than in monopoly predator is

able to establish and maintain supracompetitive

prices in an oligopoly by making it too painful for its

existing competitors to challenge its prices and thus

disciplining them This distinction between oligo

polistic and monopolistic practices is crucial to the

survival of Rebels price discrimination claim Read

in the most favorable light Rebels evidence tends to

indicate that no new competition can enter the market

to challenge ARCO and that the existing competi

tion while it may be able to challenge ARCO lacks

the will to do so

We conclude that Rebel has produced sufficient evid

ence to create disputed issue of material fact as to

whether ARCO has sufficient market power to main

tain oligopoly pricing Summary judgment on Rebels

price discrimination claim was therefore improper

Rebel may be able to demonstrate antitrust injury on
FNI9

this chum

ENJiL ARCO argues that Rebels continued

presence in the Las Vegas Market undercuts

Rebels claim of antitrust injury ARCO con

tends that while oligopoly pricing hurts

consumer welfare Rebel as competitor in

the market stood to benefit from any oligo

poly pricing See Matsushita4i5 U.S at

574 106 S.Ct at 1348 It is undisputed that

during the peak of the alleged oligopoly pri

cing when the cost of gallon of gasoline

was more than 19 cents higher in Las Vegas

than in Los Angeles Rebels prices were

within penny of ARCOs prices. Rebel

may have received gains during this period

offsetting some of the lost profits it suffered

during the period of ARCOs alleged below-

cost pricing Even if this is true however

the argument goes to the measure of dam

ages rather than the existence of antitrust in

jury If Rebel is ultimately able to prove in

jury resulting from anticompetitive conduct
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on the part of ARCO it should not be pre

cluded from recovery simply because it was

not driven completely from the market

II

Rebel has failed to provide sufficient evidence to

support jury verdict on the issue of ARCOs

market power under the Sherman Act As result

Rebel cannot establish genuine issue of fact regard

ing antitrust injury on its Sherman Act jj. and 12

claims and the district court properly granted sum

mary judgment for ARCO on those claims. Rebels

evidence is sufficient however to raise disputed

question of material fact as to whether ARCO

achieved sufficient market power to enforce supra
FN2O

competitive oligopoly pricing. This showing is

sufficient to allow Rebel to survive summary judg

ment on the issue of antitrust injury resulting from

price discrimination under the Clayton Act.

ENZQ We of course express no opinion on

the ultimate merits of the claim At trial

Rebel may fail to establish reasonable

prospect of recoupment by ARCO or

ARCO may be able to prove facts sufficient

to establish defense to Rebels claim.

The judgment of the district court is AFFIRMED in

part and REVERSED in part. We REMAND to the

district court for further proceedings consistent with

this opinion.

C.A.9 Nev 1995.
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United States District Court S.D New York

Ashish SIROHI Plaintiff

TRUSTEES OF COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY Karen

Blank Moira Brown Jonathan Cole Deborah Doane

Mary Dooley Michael Feiler Robed Goldberger

Elizabeth Head Roger L.ehecka Robed Pollack

George Rupp Michael Sovern Blake Thurman Wil

liam Wiggins Doe Doe Doe and Doe

Defendants

No 94-Cl V-6165 JFK

Feb 20 1996

Ashish Sirohi New York City for Plaintiff Pro Se

Horowitz Toback Hyman New York City

thur Toback of counsel for Defendants

OPINION and ORDER

KEENAN District Judge

The Defendant Trustees of Columbia University

Columbia and all other named Defendants

collectively the Individual Defendants move for

an Order dismissing the Complaint pursuant to fsk

Civ 2Lhjf Land hl6 Defendants also move

for sanctions pursuant to Fed R. Civ LJJ Plaintiff

cross-moves for sanctions For the reasons discussed

below Defendants motion to dismiss is granted in

part and denied in part Both motions for sanctions

are denied

Background

This is an action brought pro re by former under

graduate student at Columbia University against the

University through its Trustees various officers of

the University and nearly every administrator clerk

assistant or aide with whom Plaintiff came into con

tact between September 1985 and the filing of the

Complaint in August 1994

The Complaint

The Complaint contains 256 numbered paragraphs

which ostensibly frame twenty-seven causes of action

and support twenty-nine individual demands for re

lief including demands for monetary damages in ex

cess of $187910000 which could be read to total

$378410000 of which $49500000 are punitive

damages The factual assertions set forth in para

graphs 24-12 of the Complaint are summarized be-

low

Plaintiffs alleged oral contract

Plaintiff began his studies in September 1985 as an

engineering student at Columbia Universitys sub

division School of Engineering and Applied Science

SEAS In September 1987 Plaintiff allegedly

suffered financial difficulties which impaired his

ability to pay his bills including amounts owed to the

SEAS As result these difficulties Plaintiff sought

to transfer to Columbia Universitys sub-division

Columbia College College Plaintiff hoped that

the College would

consider using College money to pay oil

old dues from the 1986-1987 academic year at SEAS
and consider allowing him immediate transfer to the

College starting fall 1987 and consider providing

him financial aid from fall 1987 onwards

Compl 27 Plaintiff alleges that in response to his

request for transfer and financial assistance Plaintiff

engaged in numerous meetings and conversations

with various officials at the SEAS and the College

including Defendant Blake Thunnan an Assistant

Dean of Students at the College See Compi 19

26-30

Plaintiffs principal assertion is that the

end of September 1987 Plaintiff and Defendant

Columbia through Defendant Thurman entered into

an oral contract Under the terms of the contract the

College would make funds available starting Janu

ary 1988 should the Plaintiff wish to become stu

dent at the College starting from the spring 1988

semester and would provide funds for the full

1988-89 academic year Compl 30 In considera

tion for providing the funds the College would bene
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fit from the significant prestige that would result

from Plaintiffs mathematics theorems and research

Compl flj 28-30 Plaintiff does not allege that the

College was obligated to provide Plaintiff any assist

ance for the fall 1987 semester or to cover any

amounts Plaintiff may have owed to the SEAS

Plaintiff alleges that in late September or early

October 1987 in reliance on the oral contTact he met

with non-party administrators of the SEAS and ar

ranged to remain at the SEAS for the fall 1987 term

See Cornpl 31 Also in October the College

through Defendant Thurman repudiated its obliga

tion under the contract to make funds available to

Plaintiff for the spring 1988 term See Compl 32

Plaintiff alleges that he continued to meet with De

fendant Thurman who allegedly infbrmed plaintiff

that College would continue working on aid for

spring 1988 Compl 33

Plaintiff alleges that in early November 1987 he

entered an agreement with the SEAS under which he

would received financial assistance which would en

able him to clear all back-due amounts with the

SEAS prior to his transfer to the College for the

spring 1988 term See Compl 34 Plaintiff also al

leges that despite his awareness that the College had

repudiated its obligation to provide assistance for the

spring 1988 terra Plaintiff relied on the original con

tract and tumed down an offer from the SEAS of

continued financial support should wish

to continue to remain at SEAS and graduate from

there Compl 11 34 Plaintiff claims that this reliance

was justified by Defendant Thurmans assurances that

the College was working on aid for spring 1988

Com p1 ti 32-33 Plaintiff claims that he had very

frequent meetings with Defendant Thurman from

October 1987 through the end of the fall 1987 term

See Compl 36

Although the Complaint is unclear Plaintiff appears

to have transferred to the College in January 1988 At

no time however did the College provide Plaintiff

with financial assistance for the spring 1988 term

Nevertheless Plaintiff continued meeting with De

fendant Thurman from January through March 1988

seeking to obtain such assistance See Compl IM1

35-3 Plaintiff admits that during these meetings the

Colleges alleged obligation to provide Plaintiff fin

ancial assistance for the 1988-89 academic year was

never discussed See Compl 37 Sonietime in

March 1988 Plaintiff questioned Defendant Thur

mans representations that assistance would be ar

ranged for the spring 1988 term which was then

three months expired Plaintiff then stopped meeting

with Defendant Thurman See Compl 39

Plaintiff alleges no contact with the College the

SEAS or any individual defendant from March 1988

through September 1988

Plaintiff alleges that in September 1988 he met with

Defendant Roger Lehecka the Dean of Students of

the College and signed an agreement by which

plaintiff would pay and clear plaintiffs spring 1988

dues by October 1988 Compl 14 40 Plaintiff

alleges that the next day he met with Defendant De

borah Doane the Director of Financial Aid at the

College and was informed that no funds were avail

able for Plaintiff for the 1988-89 academic year See

Compl 14

Plaintiff alleges that in October 1988 in response

to request from Plaintiff for financial assistance fOr

the 1988-89 academic year Defendant Lehecka re

ported to Plaintiff for the first time that either the

College or the University the Complaint is unclear

maintains policy whereby the SEAS is required to

provide the funds for transferring students financial

aid for the first year after the student transfers from

the SEAS to the College Under this rule Plaintiff

was never eligible fOr aid from the College for either

the spring 1988 term or the fall 1988 term See Com

pl 11 4244 Plaintiff alleges that had he been in

formed of the rule in September 1987 he would not

have relied on the alleged oral contract by transfer

ring to the College but would have remained en

rolled in and graduated from the SEAS See Compl

44

Plaintiff alleges breach of the oral contract Plaintiff

also alleges that Defendant Thurmans representations

to Plaintiff insofar as they were contrary to the Col

lege or University rule support claim for fraud

based on the same facts See Compi 12848 P1s

First through Fifth Causes of Action
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B. Defendants investigation of the contract claim

Plaintiff admits that he breached his September 1988

agreement to pay the College by October 1988 the

amounts due from the spring 1988 semester. See

Compi.. 11
45. Plaintiff contends that he would have

met his obligations under the September 1988 agree

ment if the College had provided him aid for the

1988-89 academic year. See Comp 9j
45 Plaintiff

admits that in October 1988 the University cancelled

Plaintiffs registration because he had not paid the

amounts due and that without registration Plaintiff

was evicted from University housing See Compl. 46

Plaintiff then alleges various acts communications

and meetings from November 1988 through April

1990 involving an investigation by Defendants of

Plaintiffs allegations concerning the alleged contract

and fraudulent representations made to Plaintiff. See

Compl. 9111 47-79 Plaintiff alleges various fraud and

breach of contract claims arising out of Defendants

handling of the investigation. See Compl 9111149-86

P1s Sixth through Thirteenth Causes of Action.

Plaintiffs FERPA request

Plaintiff next alleges that on May 26 1993 Plaintiff

filed request with the Office of the Dean of Stu

dents at the College to inspect his student file pursu

ant to the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act

of 1974 FERPA. See Compl. 91 80 29 U.S.C

l232ga1A 1990 Plaintiff alleges that he was

not permitted to inspect his file within the forty-five

day period prescribed in FERPA. See 34 CFR 99.10

1993. Plaintiff further alleges that between July

and July 19 1993 Defendant Karen Blank Associate

Dean of Students of Columbia College while aware

of Plaintiffs pending request to review his file ex

amined the file and selectively removed and des

troyed large volume of documents which would go

against the deans and support Plaintiffs allegations

regarding the aid he was promised and the handling

the subsequent investigatiorn See Compl. 1191

Plaintiff alleges that on July 19 and 21 1993

Plaintiff was permitted to review his file in the pres

ence of Defendant Blank. Plaintiff alleges that he not

only informed Defendant Blank that various docu

ments were missing but identified many of the miss

ing documents. Plaintiff alleges that Defendant Blank

admitted to Plaintiff that she had removed and des

troyed various documents in the last few days and

it was normal procedure that all deans carry out

as part of the review process. Compi. 91 83-98.

Plaintiff alleges that Defendants Dooley McDermott

L.ehecka and Brown were aware of Defendant

Blanks activities with regard to the destruction of

various documents in Plaintiffs files either before

their destruction or after having been so informed by

Plaintiff in July and August 1993. See CompjJj91

99-103. Plaintiff alleges that the conduct of Defend

ants Blank Dooley McDermott Lehecka and

Brown violates FERPA 1983 the Fifth and Four

teenth Amendments of the United States Constitu

tion and Article of the New York State Consti

tution and also constitutes common law conver

sion. See Compl. 91 187-208 P1s Fourteenth

through Eighteenth Causes of Action.

D. Defendants investigation of the FERPA claim

Plaintiff next alleges that from August 1993 through

August 1994 Plaintiff sought redress from Columbia

and the Individual Defendants for his claims regard

ing the alleged destruction of documents in his stu

dent file the representations made to him about fin

ancial aid and the investigation of his claims.

Plaintiff alleges that the Defendants collectively ac

ted to obstruct an investigation of Plaintiffs com

plaints and to inflict serious emotional harm upon

Plaintiff. See Compl. tI 103-26. Plaintiff alleges that

these acts support claims for breach of contract con

version negligence failure to supervise harassment

intentional infliction of emotional distress failure to

discharge as well as violations of 1983 the Fifth

and Fourteenth Amendments to the United States

Constitution and Article of the New York

State Constitution. See Cornpl. 9191 209-56 P1s Nine

teenth through Twenty-seventh Causes of Action

2. Procedural background

Plaintiff filed the current Complaint on August 26

J994 On September 14 1994 the Court granted

Plaintiffs request for referral to the Pro Bono list for
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the Southern District of New York

On October 21 1994 Defendants filed their current

motions to dismiss and for sanctions On February

1995 Plaintiff crossmoved for sanctions On March

1995 Plaintiff attempted to file sur-reply memor

andum On March 1995 the Court rejected the til

ing pursuant to the Courts individual practices then

informed the parties that the motion was fully sub

mitted Nevertheless on March 13 1995 Plaintiff

delivered to the Court two-page sur-reply letter

Sometime thereafler the Court was informed that

Plaintiffs case had inadvertently been removed from

the Pro Bono list The Court held the motions in

abeyance while it attempted to secure po bono coun

sel for Plaintiff Between September 1995 and

February 1996 the Clerk of the Court circulated

Plaintiffs case tile to at least four potential pro bona

attorneys for consideration Each declined to accept

the case The Court therefore resumed active consid

eration of the current motions

The current motions

Defendants allege that this Court lacks subject

matter jurisdiction over Plaintiffs claims Defendants

allege that diversity is lacking that no Defendant is

state actor supporting direct constitutional claim

and that there is no private right of action under

FERPA Defendants allege that without diversity or

federal question jurisdiction the Court should dis

miss Plaintiffs state law contract and tort claims

Defendants also allege that Plaintiffs claims should

be dismissed pursuant to Fed Civ l2jthJ be

cause they were not brought within the applicable

statutes of hmitations they are barred by the doctrine

of res jud/cata they fail to state claims upon which

relief may be granted and they fail to state proper

measure of damages

Defendants also move for sanctions pursuant to Eth

Civ IL Defendants seek monetary sanctions

against Plaintiff for tiling the current Complaint in

bad faith for misrepresenting to the Court the fact of

Plaintiffs residence in New York and for not inform

ing the Court of the decision in recent action

between Plaintiff and many of the same defendants in

New York State Supreme Court Defendants also

seek an order enjoining Plaintiff from filing addition

al actions against them in other courts

Plaintiff cross-moves for sanctions for various false

statements and other frivolous behavior in

papers P1s Aff Opp Supp of

Cross-Moti 33

Discussion

Defendants motion to dismiss

Defendants move to dismiss the Complaint pursuant

to Fed Civ l2hftt and hV6

Subject mailer jurisdiction

Defendants correctly state that there is no private

right of action under FERPA See ftp Soul/i

Co/on/c Cent Sc/mat fl/st 802 F.2d 21 33 12d Cir

J9$J But Defendants neglect Plaintiffs
proper as

sertion that the alleged FERPA violations may be ac

tionable under 1983 See id at 33 Maynard

Greaser liv School flist..876 Supp 1104 1107

LD.S.D 1995 Belaneer Nashua New Jiagps/the

School Dirt 856 Supp 40 46-5t tD.N.F1J9941

Pending the Courts examination below of the merits

of Plaintiffs FERPA claims the Court finds that

Plaintiff has sufficiently pleaded
firral

question jur

isdiction for his 1983 claims Plaintiffs state

law claims may be entertained under the Courts sup

plemental jurisdiction because they arise out of the

same incidents The Court therefore denies Defend

ants motion to dismiss pursuant Fed Civ

Statute of limitations ies judicata and failure to

state claim

Plaintiffs Complaint ostensibly states twenty-seven

causes of action Upon full review the Court finds

that these twenty-seven causes state only four distinct

factual claims supported by potentially viable legal

theories

Plaintiffs alleged oral contract

Plaintiffs first through fifth causes of action all state

the same claim for breach of contract or in the altern
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ative for fraud arising out of the alleged oral contract

between Plaintiff and the College and out of the re

lated alleged misrepresentations of Defendant Thur

man See Compl 128-48

Without admitting that contract existed Defend

ants argue that any claims for fraud or breach arising

out of any oral contract are time barred by New

Yorks six-year statute of limitations See New

C.P.L.R 213 MclCinneys 1994 The Court

agrees The contract Plaintiff alleges was formed

the end of September 1987 Compl

30 Under the terms alleged the College would

make funds available starting January 1988 and for

the full 1988-89 academic year See id Compl 30

As early as October 1987 the College repudiated its

obligation to make funds available to Plaintiff for the

spring 1988 term See Compi 32 Plaintiff did not

act on this repudiation See Compl 36

In January 1988 the College breached the alleged

contract by fbiling to provide Plaintiff with financial

assistance for the spring 1988 term Plaintiff admits

the occurrence of the breach insofhr as he continued

meeting with Defendant Thurman from January

through March 1988 seeking to obtain such assist

ance. See Compi 35-38 Plaintiffs admission that

Defendants breached the contract as early as January

1988 and no later than March 1988 triggers the six-

year limitations period. Since Plaintiff filed his Com

plaint in August 1994 Plaintiffs claims involving the

alleged oral contract are untimely

Moreover even if these claims were not time barred

the Court finds that the Complaint fails to state cog
nizable claim for breach of any oral contract The

statements and representations which Plaintiff attrib

utes to Defendant Thurman are too vague and indef

inite to create binding and enfbrceable oral contract

The Complaint fails to allege any representations as

to the amount of aid to be provided any payment

schedule any repayment schedule or terr such as

interest the source of any funds or any restrictions

on their use Without at least basic representation of

these or any other terms no enforceable contract

arises Plaintiffs attempt to rephrase the breach of

contract claim as fraud claim is similarly untimely

and deficient on its face

The Court therefore grants Defendants motion to dis

miss Plaintiffs first through fifth causes of action

Defendants investigation of the contract claim

Plaintiffs sixth through thirteenth causes of action at

tempt to state claims for breach of contract and fraud

arising out of Defendants alleged improper investiga

tion of Plaintiffs claims involving the alleged oral

contract and the alleged misrepresentations by De

fendant Thurman See Compi 149-86 To the ex

tent that these claims rely upon finding of
liability

on Plaintiffs time-barred claims they are also dis

missed as time-barred To the degree that these

claims rely upon an alleged contractual or tort-based

duty of Defendants to investigate Plaintiffs con

cerns they are dismissed for failure to state claim

No such duties exist

The Court therefore grants Defendants motion to dis

miss Plaintiffs sixth through thirteenth causes of ac

tion

Plaintiffs FERPA request

Plaintiffs fburteenth through eighteenth causes of

action allege claims for violation of 1983 the Fifth

and Fourteenth Amendments to the United States

Constitution and Article of the New York

Slate Constitution breach of contract and conversion

Plaintiffs contract and tort claims are dismissed for

the reasons discussed above No conversion claim is

slated because Plaintiff does not have possessory

interest in the contents of student file maintained by

Defendants Plaintiffs claims under the United States

Constitution and the New York State Constitution are

dismissed because Defendants are not state actors and

because the constitutional provisions cited by

Plaintiff are inapplicable to the fticts alleged in the

Complaint

Plaintiffs claims under 42 U.S.C 1983 alleging un

derlying violations of FERPA survive Defendants

motion Plaintiff has adequately pleaded that Defend-

ants knowingly and intentionally failed to permit

Plaintiff to inspect his student file within the pre
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scribed forty-five day period and knowingly and in

tentionally destroyed documents in Plaintiffs file

while Plaintiffs request was pending If proven such

conduct would violate FERPA and the Second Cir

cuit has held that violations of FERPA are actionable

under j93 See gv 802 F.2d at 33

Plaintiffs 1983 claims are not barred by the doc

trine of icr judicaia because Justice Schackman in

the New York State Supreme Court did not address

allegations that Defendants destroyed documents and

did not fully adjudicate any 1983 claim On the

contrary Justice Schackman specifically noted that

Plaintiff had failed to allege claim under 1983

Sec Toback Aft in Supp Ex at Defendant ar

gues that the doctrine of icr judicata should be ap

plied to Plaintiffs claims of document destruction be

cause Plaintiff could have brought them in the state

court proceeding The Court disagrees in part but not

wholly because of Plaintiffs pro se status

The Court therefore grants Defendants motion to dis

miss Plaintiffs fourteenth sixteenth and seventeenth

causes of action in their entirety The Court denies

Defendants motion to dismiss Plaintiffs fifteenth and

eighteenth causes of action to the extent that they

state claims under predicated on underlying

violations of FERPA The Court grants Defendants

motion to dismiss Plaintiffs fifteenth and eighteenth

causes of action in all other respects

Defendants investigation of the FERPA claim

Plaintiffs nineteenth through twenty-seventh causes

of action allege claims for breach of contract negli

gence conversion failure to supervise intentional in

fliction of emotional distress harassment failure to

discharge and violations of 1983 the Fifth and

Fourteenth Amendments to the United States Consti

tution and Article of the New York State Con

stitution See Compl 209-56

Plaintiffs claims for conversion negligence breach

of contract and violations of the United States Con

stitution and the New York State Constitution are dis

missed for the reasons stated above Plaintiffs claims

for intentional infliction of emotional distress

harassment failure to supervise and failure to dis

charge are dismissed for failure to state claim

Plaintiffs 1983 claim is dismissed insofar as no

federally protected right is implicated by the factual

allegations supporting Plaintiffs twenty-sixth cause

of action

The Court therefore grants Defendants motion to

dismiss Plaintiffs nineteenth through twenty-seventh

causes of action

Surviving claims and damages

For the reasons discussed above the Court dismisses

Plaintiffs first through fourteenth sixteenth seven

teenth and nineteenth through twenty-seventh causes

of action in their entirety and Plaintiffs fifteenth and

eighteenth causes of actions to the extent that they

state claims other than violations of 1983 Accord

ingly paragraphs 128-90 196-203 and 209-256 are

stricken from the Complaint In addition the factual

allegations relating only to the dismissed claims as

stated in paragraphs 28-79 and 104-17 are stricken

from the Complaint Insofar as Defendants Cole

Doane Feiler Goldberger Head Pollack Rupp

Sovem Thurman Wiggins and Does 1-4 are

named only in the dismissed causes of action the

Complaint is dismissed in its entirety as to them

The Complaint is narrowed to those portions of

Plaintiffs fifteenth and eighteenth causes of actions

which state claims under .U983 predicated on under

lying violations of FERPA as stated in paragraphs

191-95 and 204-08 of the Complaint and as suppor

ted by the factual allegations in paragraphs 80-103

Only Defendants Blank Brown Dooley L.ehecka

McDermott and the Trustees of Columbia University

remain. In that regard the Court notes that Defendant

McDermott has not been listed in the caption al

though she is named in the Complaint and service

upon her has been acknowledged. The Court directs

that the caption be amended not only to reflect the

dismissal of the ten individual defendants and Does

1-4 but to include Defendant McDermott

With respect to damages Plaintiff claimed $19.5 mil

lion in monetary damages on the fifteenth cause of

action of which $16.5 million was allegedly com

pensatory and $3 million was punitive On the eight-
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eenth cause of action Plaintiff claimed $201 million

in damages of which $16.5 million was allegedly

compensatory and $4.3 million punitive See Compi

at 40 115 18 Finding no basis fbr it in the facts

alleged the Court strikes Plaintiffs claim for punitive

damages The Complaint therefore survives with por

tions of two causes of action seeking total of $16.5

million dollars in compensatory damages Although

this figure appears fanciful to the Court it is arguably

justified as an attempt to represent the present value

of the lifetime earnings assuming towering salaries

and lofty interest rates of mathematician whose ca

reer could have spanned decades into the next millen

nium but for Defendants for Defendants alleged con-

duct

Cross-motions for sanctions

In light of Plaintiffs pro se status the Court denies

Defendants motion for sanctions at this time without

prejudice to any future application The Court ad

monishes Plaintiff to review Fed Civ 11 prior

to any new filings with the Court and to take heed

that Plaintiffs pro cc status will not shield Plaintiff on

any future application

The Court denies Plaintiffs motion for sanctions

as without merit

Discovery and summary judgment

Plaintiff had filed First Request to Produce Docu

ments in September 1994 This request and all other

discovery was stayed pending the Courts decision on

the current motions Having now significantly nar

rowed the Complaint the Court strikes all pending

discovery notices and requests including the Septem

ber 1994 requests

The Court refers this action to Magistrate Judge

Theodore Katz for the supervision of discovery

The parties are directed to contact the Magistrate

.Judge to schedule an initial pre-discovery conference

Neither party shall prepare draft serve or file any

discovery request prior to the conference unless so

directed by the Magistrate Judge or unless any such

request is jointly prepared by the parties and agreed

to by stipulation

rhe parties are directed to complete discovery in this

action on or before May 31 1996 Any request for an

extension of discovery should be presented to the

Magistrate JudgeS

Any party seeking to move for summary judgment

should notify the Court by letter within thirty days

afler the completion of discovery The party should

include in the letter copy of the partys statement

pursuant to Local Rule 3g Neither party should file

motion for summary judgment prior to obtaining

leave from this Court

Gonclxt clot

For the reasons discussed above both motions for

sanctions are denied Defendants motion to dismiss

is granted as to Plaintiffs first through fourteenth

sixteenth seventeenth and nineteenth through

twenty-seventh causes of action in their entirety and

Plaintiffs fifteenth and eighteenth causes of actions

to the extent that they state claims other than viola

tions of 1983 Defendants motion to dismiss is

denied as to those portions of Plaintiffs fifleenth and

eighteenth causes of actions which state claims under

j...j983 predicated on underlying violations of

FERPA

SO ORDERED

FNI Defendants also argue that diversity is

not complete Because the Court finds sub

ject matter jurisdiction under 28 U.S.Q.J

1331 and 42 U.S.C 51988 the Court does

not reach the issue of diversity under

U.S.C SU 332 The Court notes however

that Plaintiffs papers are incomplete and

contradictory on the issue Plaintiff claims to

be citizen of India but does not state his

citizenship in the Complaint See Compl

Piaintiffadmits residing in New York

from September 1985 through the present

and does not allege any intention to return to

India or any other domicile Plaintiff admits

having lost legal immigration status in Oc

tober 1988 but does not explain his contin

ued presence in the United States See Com

p1 119 The Court advises Plaintiff to cIa-
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rify these deficiencies in future submissions

and immediately to resolve with the Immig
ration and Naturalization Service any issues

regarding his immigration status

S.D.N.Y 1996

Sirohi Trustees of Columbia University

Not Reported in F.Supp 1996 WL 71504 S.DN.Y

Briefs and Other Related Documents jgjtfljQjj

l94cv06 165 Docket Aug 26 1994

END OF DOCUMENT
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Spectrum Sports Inc McQuilIanU.S.Cal.l993

Supreme Court oldie United States

SPECTRUM SPORTS INC et al Petitioners

Shirley McQUILLAN et vir dba Sorboturf Enter-

prises

No 91-10

Argued Nov 10 1992

Decided Jan 25 1993

Former distributors brought action against manufac

turer and other distributors to recover for violations

of the Sherman Act The District Court entered judg

ment and jury verdict in favor of former distributor

and defendants appealed The Court Appeals for

the Ninth Circuit affirmed 907 F.2d 154 On certior

ari the Supreme Court Justice White held that

intent to monopolize is not alone sufficient to justii

dangerous probability of success and there must

be showing of relevant product in geographic markets

and the defendants economic power in that market

Reversed and remanded

Wcst 1-leadnotes

ffl Antitrust and Trade Regulation 291 cr631

2.91 Antitrust and Trade Regulation

29TVII Monopolization

29YllB Cartels Combinations Contracts

and Conspiracies

29Tk630 Participants

Cases

29Tk631 In General Mosi Cited

Formerly 265kl21 .3

The conduct of single firm governed by die mono

poly provision of the Sherman Act is unlawful only

when it threatens actual monopolization Sherman

Anti-Trust Act as amended 15 u.S.C.A

111 Antitrust and Trade Regulation 29T z713

221 Antitrust and Trade Regulation

29TVJJI Attempts to Monopolize

29TVITIA In General

29Tk7l2 Elements in General

29Tk713 In General Most Cited

Cases

Formerly 265kl21 .6 265k12l.3

Antitrust and Trade Regulation 291 714

2.91 Antitrust and Trade Regulation

29TV111 Attempts to Monopolize

29IVlmA In General

29 Tk 71 Elements in General

29Tk714 Chance of Success in the

Relevant Market Most Cited Cases

Formerly 265k12l .6 265kl2l .3

Antitrust and Trade Regulation 291 z715

2.91 Antitrust and Trade Regulation

29TV111 Attempts to Monopolize

29TVflIAI In General

29Tk7 12 Elements in General

29Tk7l5k Intent Most Cited Cases

Formerly 265k 121.6 265k 121 .3

To demonstrate attempted monopolization plaintiff

must prove that defendant has engaged in predatory

or anticompetitive conduct with specific intent to

monopolize and that there is dangerous probability

of defendant achieving monopoly power Sherman

Anti-Trust Act as amended 15 U.S.C.A

Jj Antitrust and Trade Regulation 291

9773

291 Antitrust and Trade Regulation

29TXV1I Antitrust Actions Proceedings and En

forcement

29TXVIIffl Actions

29Tk973 Evidence

29Tk977 Weight and Sufficiency

29Tk9773 Monopolization or At

tempt to Monopolize Most Cited Cases

Formerly 265k287 .5

Proof of unfair or predatory conduct alone is not

sufficient to make out die offense of attempted mono

polization Sherman Anti-Trust Act as amended

IiILS.C.A.2

Page
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Antitrust and Trade Regulation 29T 714

291 Antitrust and Trade Regulation

29rVIU Attempts to Monopolize

29TVl1IA In General

2911712 Elements in General

2911714 Chance of Success in the

Relevant Market Most Cited Cases

Formerly 26Sk287

Dangerous probability of success of attempted mono

polization requires proof of more than intent alone.

Shennan Anti-Trust Act as amended JA

U.S.C.A

151 Antitrust and Trade Regulation 29T 528

291 Antitrust and Trade Regulation

29TVI Antitrust Regulation in General

29TVlA In General

2911527 Purpose of Antitrust Regulation

2911528 In General Most Cited

Cases

Formerly 265k 10

Purpose of the Sherman Act is not to protect busi

nesses from the workings of the market it is to pro

tect the public from the failure of the market Sher

man Anti-Trust Act as amended 15 U.SCA

Antitrust and Trade Regulation 29T c529

221 Antitrust and Trade Regulation

29TV1 Antitrust Regulation in General

291\1tA In General

2911521 Purpose of Antitrust Regulation

29Tk529 Protection of Competition

Rather Than Competitors Most Cited Cases

Formerly 265k12l .2

Sherman Act directs itself not against conduct which

is competitive even severely so but against conduct

which unfhirly tends to destroy competition itself it

does so not out of solicitude for private concerns but

out of concern for the public interest Sherman Anti

Trust Act as amended 15 US.C.A

111 Antitrust and Trade Regulation 29T 714

291 Antitrust and Trade Regulation

29TV111 Attempts to Monopolize

29TV111.A In General

29Tk7l2 Elements in General

2911714 Chance of Success in the

Relevant Market Most Cited Cases

Formerly 265k 121.6

Antitrust and Trade Regulation 29T 715

291 Antitrust and Trade Regulation

2911111 Attempts to Monopolize

29TVl11 In General

2911712 Elements in General

29Tk7l5 Intent Most Cited Cases

Formerly 265k12l .6
Fact that defendant has engaged in unfair and predat

ory tactics may prove the necessary intent to mono

polize which is something more than an intent to

compete vigorously but demonstrating the dangerous

probability of monopolization in attempt case also re

quires inquiry into relevant product and geographic

markets and the defendants economic power in that

market Sherman Anti-Trust Act as amended 21

ILS.C.A

ffl1 Antitrust and Trade Regulation 29T 114

291 Antitrust and Trade Regulation

291 VIII Attempts to Monopolize

29TVIIILaJ In General

29T1c712 Elements in General

29Tk7l4 Chance of Success in the

Relevant Market Most Cited Cgges

Formerly 265kl21.6 265k121

Antitrust and Trade Regulation 29T t715

221 Antitrust and Trade Regulation

29J VIII Attempts to Monopolize

221111111 In General

291k7l2 Elements in General

29Tk7l5 Intent Most Cited Cases

Formerly 265k 121.6

Defendants may not be held liable for attempted

monopolization under Sherman Act absent proof of

dangerous probability that they would monopolize

particular market and specific intent to monopolize

Sherman Anti-Trust Act as amended 15

U.S.CA
FN

885 447 Sillabris
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EN2 The syllabus constitutes no part of the

opinion of the Court but has been prepared

by the Reporter of Decisions for the con

venience the reader See United Slates

Detroit Lunther Co 200 U.S 321 337 26

S.Ct 282 287 50 L.Ed 499

Shortly after the manufacturer of sorbothane-a paten

ted elastic polymer with shock-absorbing character

istics-inlbrmed respondents distributors of medical

athletic and equestrian products made with sor

bothane that it would no longer sell them the poly

mer petitioner Spectrum Sports Inc became the na

tional distributor of sorbothane athletic products Re

spondents business failed and they filed suit in the

District 886 Court against petitioners and others

seeking damages fbr alleged violations of inter alia

of the Sherman Act which makes it an offense

for any person to monopolize or attempt to mono

polize or combine or conspire .. to monopolize any

part of the trade or commerce among the several

States jury found that the defendants violated

by in the words of the verdict sheet monopolizing

attempting to monopolize and/or conspiring to

monopolize The Court of Appeals affirmed noting

that although the jury had not specified which of the

three possible violations had occurred the verdict

stood because the evidence established case of at

tempted monopolization Relying on its earlier nil

ings in Lgisi s.Tidett.oter Oil Co 327 F.2d 459

and its progeny the court held that the jury could

have inferred two of the elements of that offense-a

specific intent to achieve monopoly power and dan

gerous probability of monopolization of relevant

market-from evidence showing the defendants unfair

or predatory conduct without any proof of relevant

market or the defendants market power and that the

jury was properly instructed that it could make such

inferences

field Petitioners may not be liable for attempted

monopolization under .2 absent proof of danger

ous probability that they would monopolize relev

ant market and specific intent to monopolize The

conduct of single firm governed by is unlawful

only when it threatens actual monopolization QQ/L

penveld Gmp Independence Tidie Coiyi 467 U.S

ThL767 104 S.Ct 2731 2739 81 L.Ed.2d 62$

Consistent with this approach Courts of Appeals oth

er than the court below have generally required

plaintiff in an attempted monopolization case to

prove that the defendant has engaged in predatory

or anticompetitive conduct with specific intent

to monopolize and dangerous probability of

achieving monopoly power Unfair or predatory con

duct may be sufficient to prove the necessary intent

to 445 monopolizeS However intent alone is insuffi

cient to establish the dangerous probability of suc

cess Swjft_ Co United States 196 US 375 402

25 S.C 276 282 49 Ltd 518 which requires in

quiry into 1/ic relevant product and geographic inai

ket and the defendants economic power in that mar

ket There is little
if any support in the statute or care

law for Lessig contrary interpretation of

Moreove Lessig and its progeny are inconsistent

with the Sherman .4cts puipoce of protecting the

public from the failute of the market The law direcrs

it.cef only against conduct that um/airly tends to des

troy competition and thus courts have been careJid

to avoid constructions of which might chill com

petition rather than foster it The concern that

nught be applied so as toJimrther anticompetitive ends

is plain5 not met inquiring omz5 3vhether the de

fendant has engaged in unfair or 7nedatory tac

tics Since the jurys instructions and tile Court of Ap
peals af.firnrance both misconstrued ._Z and since

the jimrs vetdict did not negate the possibility that it

rested on the attempt to monopolie ground alone

the case is remanded for further proceedings Pp

889-892

9ftLE24154JCA 1990 reversed and remanded

3MkIIIE delivered the opinion for unanimous

Court

James Vail Cleveland OH for petitioner

Robert L.ong Jr DC for U.S as amicus curiae

supporting the petitioners

Jeffrey Shohet San Diego CA for respondents

Justice fflTE delivered the opinion of the Court

Section of the Sherman Act 26 Stat 209 as

amended makes it an offense for any

person to monopolize or attempt to monopolize or

combine or conspire with any other person or per

sons to monopolize any part of the trade or com
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merce among the several States The 887 jury in

this case returned verdict finding that petitioners

had monopolized attempted to monopolize and/or

conspired to monopolize The District Court entered

judgment ruling449 that petitioners had violated

and the Court of Appeals affirmed on the ground

that petitioners had attempted to monopolize The is

sue we have before us is whether the District Court

and the Court of Appeals correctly defined the dc

rnents of that offense.

Sorbothane is patented elastic polymer whose

shock-absorbing characteristics make it useful in

variety of medical athletic and equestrian products

BTR Inc BTR owns the patent rights to sor

bothane and its wholly owned subsidiaries manufac

ture the product in the United States and Britain

Hamilton-Kent Manufacturing Company

Hamilton-Kent and Sorbothane Inc SI were at

all relevant times owned by WfR S. was formed in

1982 to take over Hamilton-Kents sorbothane busi
FN

ness App to Pet. for Cert A3 Respondents

Shirley and Larry McQuillan doing business as Sor

boturf Enterprises were regional distributors of sor

bothane products from 1981 to 1983 Petitioner Spec

trum Sports Inc Spectrum was also distributor of

sorbothane products Petitioner Kenneth Leighton

Jr is co-owner of Spectrum Ibid Kenneth

Leighton Jr is the son of Kenneth Leighton Sr the

presidcnt of Hamilton-Kent and S.f at all relevant

times

ENJ.. Sorbothane Inc was formerly called

Sorbo Inc App. 67

In 1980 respondents Shirley and Larry McQuillan

signed letter of intent with Hamilton-Kent which

then owned all manufacturing and distribution rights

to sorbothane The letter of intent granted the Mc
Quillans exclusive rights to purchase sorbothane for

use in equestrian products Respondents were design

ing horseshoe pad using sorbothane

In 1981 Hamilton-Kent decided to establish five re

gional distributorships for sorbothane Respondents

were selected to be distributors of all sorbothane

products including medical products and shoe in

serts in the Southwest Spectrum 459 was selected

as distributor for another region Id at A4-A5

In January 1982 l-Iamilton-Kent shifted responsibil

ity for selling medical products from five regional

distributors to single national distributor In April

1982 Hamilton-Kent told respondents that it wanted

them to relinquish their athletic shoe distributorship

as condition for retaining the right to develop and

distribute equestrian products As of May 1982 BTR

had moved the sorbothane business from Hamilton-

Kent to 5.1 Id at A6 In May the marketing man

ager of S. again made clear that respondents had to

sell their athletic distributorship to keep their eques

trian distribution rights At meeting scheduled to

discuss the sale of respondents athletic distributor

ship to petitioner L.eighton Jr Leighton Jr in

formed Shirley McQuillan that if she did not come to

agreement with him she would be looking for

work Id at A6. Respondents refused to sell and

continued to distribute athletic shoe inserts

In the fall of 1982 Leighton Sr informed respond

ents that another concern had been appointed as the

national equestrian distributor and that they were no

longer involved in equestrian products id. at A7 In

January 1983 5.1 began marketing through nation

al distributor sorbothane horseshoe pad allegedly

indistinguishable from the one designed by respond

ents Ibid In August 1983 informed respondents

that it would no longer accept their orders Ibid

Spectrum thereupon became national distributor of

sorbothane athletic shoe inserts Pet for Ccii Re

spondents sought to obtain sorbothane from the

BrRs British subsidiary but were informed by that

subsidiary that it would not sell sorbothane in the

United States Respondents business failed App. to

Pet for Cert A8

888 Respondents sued petitioners seeking damages

for alleged violations of jj and of the Sherman

Act 15 U.S.C 451 and of the

Clayton Act 38 Stat 730 731 15 U.S.C 14 the

Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations Act

RICO 1JJ.S.C l9.6 and two provisions of

California business law Respondents also alleged

fraud breach of oral contract interference with pro-
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spective business advantage bad-faith denial of the

existence of an oral contract and conversion

FN2 Two violations ofj were alleged re

sale price maintenance and division of territ

ories Attempted monopolization nionopol

ization and conspiracy to monopolize were

charged under j. All in all four alleged vi

olations of federal law and seven alleged vi

olations of state law were sent to the jury

The case was tried to jury which returned verdict

against one or more of the defendants on each of the

11 alleged violations on which it was to return ver

dict All of the defendants were found to have viol

ated j-- by in the words of the verdict sheet

monopolizing attempting to monopolize andlor

conspiring to monopolize App 410 Petitioners

were also found to have violated civil RICO and the

California unfhir practices law but not j.j of the

Sherman Act The jury awarded 1743000 in com

pensatory damas
on each of the violations found to

have occurred This amount was trebled under

of the Clayton Act The District Court also awarded

nearly SI million in attorneys fees and denied mo
tions for judgment notwithstanding the verdict and

for new trial

Liii The special verdict fbi-rn advised the

jury as follows

The ibllowing pages identify the name of

each defendant and the claims for which

plaintifth contend that the defendant is li

able lf you find that any of the defendants

are liable on any of the claims you may

award damages to the plaintiffs against those

defendants Should you decide to award

damages please assess damages for each

defendant and each claim separately and

without regard to whether you have already

awarded the same damages on another claim

or against another defendant The court will

insure that there is no double recovery The

verdict will not be totaled App 416

452 The Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit af

firmed the judgment in an unpublished opinion

Judgt order reported at 907 F.2d 154 119901 The

court expressly ruled that the trial court had properly

instructed the jury on the Sherman Act claims and

found that the evidence supported the liability ver

dicts as well as the damages awards on these claims

The court then affirmed the judgment of the District

Court finding it unnecessary to rule on challenges to

other violations found by the jury App to Pet fbr

Cert. A28 On the issue that petitioners present

here the Court of Appeals noting that the jury had

found that petitioners had violated without spe

cifying whether they had monopohzed attempted to

monopolize or conspired to monopolize held that

the verdict would stand if the evidence supported any

one of the three possible violations of Id at A15

The court went on to conclude that case of attemp

ted monopolization had been establishedE The

court rejected petitioners argument that attempted

monopolization had not been established because re

spondents had fhiled to prove that petitioners had

specific intent to monopolize889 relevant market

The court also held that in order to show that re

spondents 453 attempt to monopolize was likely to

succeed it was not necessary to present evidence of

the relevant market or of the defendants market

power In so doing the Ninth Circuit relied on Lessir

Tidewater 327 F2d 459 CA9I ccii

denied 377 U.S 993 84 S.Ct 1920 12 L.Ed.2d

ifi4.5Jj.964J and its progeny App to Pet for Cert.

Al8-A19 The Court of Appeals noted that these

cases in dealing with attempt to monopolize claims

had ruled that ifevidence of unfair or predatory con

duct is presented it may satisfy both the specific in

tent and dangerous probability elements of the of

fense without any proof of relevant market or the de

fendants marketpower Id at 19 1.1

however there is insufficient evidence of unfair or

predatory conduct there must be showing of

relevant market or the defendants marketpower

Ibid The court went on to find

LN4 The District Courts jury instructions

were transcribed as follows

In order to win on the claim of attempted

monopoly the Plaintiff must prove each of

the following elements by preponderance

of the evidence first that the Defendants

had specific intent to achieve monopoly
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power in the relevant market second that

the Defendants engaged in exclusionary or

restrictive conduct in furtherance of its spe

cific intent third that there was dangerous

probability that Defendants could sooner or

later achieve goal of monopoly power

in the relevant market fourth that the De

fendants conduct occurred in or affected in

terstate commerce and fifth that the

Plaintiff was injured in the business or prop

erty by the Defendants exclusionary or re

strictive conduct

If the Plaintiff has shown that the Defend

ant engaged in predatory conduct you may

infer from that evidence the specific intent

and the dangerous probability element of the

offense without any proof of the relevant

market or the Defendants marketing

power Id at 251-252. See also App to

Pet for Cert A16 A20

There is sufficient evidence from which the jury

could conclude that the Group and Spectrum

Group engaged in unfair or predatory conduct and

thus inferred that they had the specific intent and the

dangerous probability of success and therefore Mc
Quillan did not have to prove relevant market or the

defendants marketing power Id at A2

The decision below and the ggci line of decisions

on which it relies conflicts with holdings of courts in

other Circuits Every other Court of Appeals has in

dicated that proving an attempt to monopolize re

quires proof of dangerous probability of monopoliz
END

ation of relevant market We 454 granted cer

tiorari 503 U.S 958 112 S.Ct 1557 118 L.Ed.2d

206 l92 to resolve this conflict among the Cir

cuits.t We reverse

ENS See e.g C1D usc Raitheon Co
769 F.2d 842 8SliCAl l985 cert denied

475 U.S 1016 106 S.Ct 1198 89tE2st

iU_U9i6 Fuin LaIxnatories Inc

Welder flea/i/s Fiines.c 900 F.2d 566 570

LCA2 1990 Harold Friedman Inc

Kroger Co 581 F.2d 1068 1079 CA3

liifi .4hcor Coip AM bit Inc 916

F.2d 924 926 931 CA4 19901 cAT In

du.ctrial Disposal Inc BrowningFerris

Industrie..Jnc. 884 F.2d 209 210 tCAS

19$.2 Arthur Ljjjj.genderftr_Lnc 55
Johnson 917 F2d 1413 1431-1432

CAd 1990 cert denied 502 U.S 808 899

flS.Ct 51 274 116 L.F.d.2d 29 226

199 Indiana Grocers Inc Super a/n

Stores Inc 864 F.2d 1409 1413-1416

CA7 1989 _çieneral Industries Corp

Hart Mountain Gnyi 810 E2d 795 804

CA8 1fij Colorado Inierstale Gas

Natural Gas Pipeline CopJ America 885

F.2d 683 693 CA 10 jj9J ccii denied

498 U.S..972 Ill S.Ct 441 112 L.Ed.2d

424_fl9ft1 Ken Enterpr Lces oJ Delaware

Inc Venice Hasp itqL9I9 F.2d 1550 1565

AJJ 1990 Neumann Reinforced Fart/s

fo...2S2 U.S.App.D 11 15-16 786 F.2d

424 428-429 cert denied 479 U.S 851

107 S.CL 181 93 L.Ed.2d 116 t19$6 Ab

bait Laboratariev Brennan 952 F.2d

1346 1354 CA Eed.19fl ccii denied SOS

U.S 1205 112 S.Ct 2993 120 L.Ed.2d 870

EN Our grant of certiorari was limited to

the first question presented in the petition

Whether manufacturers distributor ex

pressly absolved of violating Section of

the Sherman Act can without any evidence

of market power or specific intent be found

liable for attempting to monopolize solely

by virtue of unique Ninth Circuit rule

Pet for Cert

II

While jj of the Sherman Act forbids contracts or

conspiracies in restraint of trade or commerce

addresses the actions of single firms that monopolize

or attempt to monopolize as well as conspiracies and

combinations to monopolize Section does not

define the elements of the offense of attempted

monopolization Nor is there much guidance to be

had in the scant legislative history of that provision

which was added late in the legislative process See

Kintner Legislative History of the Federal Anti-
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trust L.aws and Related Statutes 23-25 1978
Areeda Turner Antitrust Law

11 617 pp 39-41

1978 The legislative history does indicate that

much of the interpretation of the necessarily broad

principles of the Act was to be left for the courts in

particular cases See eg 21 Cong.Rec 2460 1890
statement of Sen Sherman See also 890 Kint

ner .snpra at 19 Areeda Turner rupra 617 at

40

This Court first addressed the meaning of attempt to

monopolize under in Suit Co United States

196 U.S 37525 S.Ct 276.49 L.Ed 5181905 The

Courts opinion written by Justice Holmes contained

the following passage

455 Where acts are not sufficient in themselves to

produce result which the law seeks to prevent-for

instance the monopoly-but require further acts in ad

dition to the mere forces of nature to bring that result

to pass an intent to bring it to pass is necessary in or

der to produce dangerous probability that it will

happen Coninrnnwealth Peaslee 77 Massachu

setts 267 272J59_N.E 55 56 jflj But when that

intent and the consequent dangerous probability exist

this statute like many others and like the common

law in some cases directs itself against that danger

ous probability as well as against the completed res

ult Id at 396 25 5Cr. at 279

The Court went on to explain however that not

every act done with intent to produce an unlawful

result constitutes an attempt lt is question of prox

imity and degree /4at 402 25 S.Ct. at 281 Swfi

thus indicated that intent is necessary but alone is not

sufficient to establish the dangerous probability of

success
tht

is the object of prohibition of at

tempts

Fl. Justice Holmes confirmed that this was

his interpretation of 5jjJjt in Hyde United

Stares 225 U.S 347 32 S.Ct 793 56 L.Ed

1114 1912 In dissenting in that case on

other grounds the Justice citing $jjjt

stated that an attempt may be found where

the danger of harm is very great however

combination intention and overt act may

all be present without amounting to crim

inal attempt... There must be dangerous

proximity to success 225 U.S. at 387-388

32 S.Ct. at 810

The Courts decisions since
S.i4Ji

have reflected the

view that the plaintiff charging attempted monopoliz

ation must prove dangerous probability of actual

monopolization which has generally required

definition of the relevant market and examination of

market power in JFàlker Process EqmpmeuL Inc

Food Machinery Chemical Garp 382 U.S 172

177 86 S.Ct 347 350 15 L.Ed.2d 247 19651 we

found that enforcement of fraudulently obtained

patent claim could violate the Sherman Act We
stated that to establish monopolization or attempt to

monopolize under j.j of the Sherman Act it would

456 be necessary to appraise the exclusionary power

of the illegal patent claim in terms of the relevant

market for the product involved Lfrd The reason was

that definition of that market there is no

way to measure defendants ability to lessen or

destroy competition fljd

jfl Similarly this Court reaffirmed in Gippei weld

Cnrp hidependence Tithe Cmp. 467 U.S 752

104 S.Ct 2731 81 L.Ed2d 628 1984 that

Congress authorized Sherman Act scrutiny of single

firms only when they pose danger of monopoliza

tion Judging unilateral conduct in this manner re

duces the risk that the antitrust laws will dampen the

competitive zeal of single aggressive entrepreneur

Id at 768j04 S.Ct at 2740 Thus the conduct of

single firm governed by LZ is unlawful only when

it threatens actual monopolization Id at 767 104

S.Ct. at 2739 See also Larain .Iaurnal Un flatted

States 342 U.S 143 154 72 S.Ct 181 187 96

L.Ed 162_ United States Griffith 334 U.S

100 105-106 68 S.Ct 941 945 92 LEd 1236

1948 American Tohacco Co United States 328

U.S 781 785 66 S.Ct 1125 1127 90 LEd 1575

1946

The Courts Appeals other than the Ninth Cir

cuit have followed this approach Consistent with our

cases it is generally required that to demonstrate at

tempted monopolization plaintiff must prove

that the defendant has engaged in predatory or anti-

competitive conduct with specific intent to

monopolize and dangerous t891 probability of
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achieving monopoly power See Areeda Turner

.cupta 820 at 312 In order to determine whether

there is dangerous probability of monopolization

courts have found it necessary to consider the relev

ant market and the defendants
abilitK

to lessen or

destroy competition in that market

FilL See Arthur Langepderfer Inc

SE Johnson co 917 F.2d at 1431-1432

Twin Laboratories Inc Welder Flea/ti

F/mess 90t F.2d at 570 Colorado Inter

state Gas Co Nation Gas Pipeline Co of

America 885 F.2d at 693 Indiana Grocen

Inc Super Va/u Storet Inc $64 F.2d at

14131416 General Industries Corp

flail Mountqp..çorj $10 F.2d a804

LII 457 Notwithstanding the array of authority con

trary to Lessig the Court of Appeals in this case reaf

firmed its prior holdings indeed it did not mention

either this Courts decisions discussed above or the

many decisions of other Courts of Appeals reaching

contrary results Respondents urge us to affirm the

decision below We are not at all inclined however

to embrace Lessics interpretation of for there is

little if any support for it in the statute or the case

law and the notion that proof of unfair or predatory

conduct alone is sufficient to make out the offense of

attempted monopolization is contrary to the purpose

and policy of the Sherman Act

The Le.cwiç opinion claimed support from the lan

guage of which prohibits attempts to monopolize

any part of commerce and therefore forbids at

tempts to monopolize any appreciable segment of in

terstate sales of the relevant product See United

States Ye/low Co/i Co. 332 U.S 21$ 226 67 S.Ct

1560 1564-1565 91 L.Ed 2010 ti94fl The any

part clause however applies to charges of monopo1

ization as well as to attempts to monopolize and it is

beyond doubt that the former requires proof of mar

ket power in relevant market finited Stotes i.Grin

ne/i çoi 384 U.S 563 570-571 $6 5Cr 169$

1104 16 L.Ed.2d 77$ 1j United States El du

Pout de Neniours co 351 U.S 377 404 76 5Cr

994 1012 100 L.Ed

fN9 Lessig cited United States Ye//on

Cah Ca332 U.S at 226 67 S.Ct at

1564-1565 in support of its interpretation

but Ye//on Cob relied on the any part lan

guage to support the proposition that it is

immaterial how large an amount of interstate

trade is affected or how important that part

of commerce is in relation to the entire

amount of that type of commerce in the Na
tion

In support of its determination that an inference of

dangerous probability was permissible from show

ing of intent the Lessiz opinion cited and added em
phasis to this Courts reference in its opinion in .jii

to intent and the con.requent dangerous probabil

ity 327 F.2d at 474 46 quoting 196 U.S..at

396 25 S.Ct. at 279 But any question whether dan

gerous 45g probability of success requires proof of

more than intent alone should have been removed by

the subsequent passage in iuLtt which stated that not

every act that may be done with intent to produce an

unlawful result
.. constitutes an attempt it is ques

tion of proximity and degree Id. at 402.25 SCt. at

281

The 5i court also relied on footnote in duPont

Co supra 351 U.S. at 395 23 76 SEt at

100$ 23 for the proposition that when the charge

is attempt to monopolize the relevant market is not

in issue That footnote which appeared in analysis

of the relevant market issue in du Pont rejected the

Governments reliance on several cases noting that

the scope of the market was not in issue in yii
Parc/nnent Co Paterson Parchment Paper Co
282 U.S 555 51 5Cr 24$ 75 LEd 544 .1931

That reference merely reflected the fhct that in 1wz

Porchnçjy which was not an attempt to monopolize

case the parties did not challenge the definition of

the market adopted by the lower courts Nor was

iJlui itself concerned with the issue in this case

It is also our view that gcsi and later

Ninth Circuit decisions refining and applying it are

inconsistent with the policy of the Sherman Act The

purpose of the Act is 892 not to protect businesses

from the working of the market it is to protect the

public from the failure of the market The law directs

itself not against conduct which is competitive even
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severely so but against conduct which unfairly tends

to destroy competition itself It does so not out of so

licitude for private concerns but out of concern for

the public interest See Brunswick corp

Pueblo Bow-O-Mur Inc 429 U.S 477 488 97

S.Ct 690 697 50 L.Ed.2d 701 1977 Ggv.gil/ Inc

v.Monfhrt of To/oroth1 Inc 479 U.S 104 116-1 17

107 50 484 492-493 93 L.Ed.2d 427 19861
Brown S/roe cc United Stoics 370 U.S 294 320

82 S.Ct 1502 I52I4J.Ed.2d 510 1962 Thus this

Court and other courts have been careful to avoid

constructions of ..7 which might chill competition

rather than foster it ft is sometimesdifficult 459 to

distinguish robust competition from conduct with

long-term anticompetitive effects moreover single-

firm activity is unlike concerted activity covered by

.1 which inherently is fraught with anticompetitive

risk Coppeiire/4A67 U.S. at 767-769 104 S.Ct.

at 2739-2740 For these reasons makes the con
duct of single firm unlawful only when it actually

monopolizes or dangerously threatens to do so MaJIt

767 104 SEt. at 2739 The concern that might

be applied so as to further anticompetitive ends is

plainly not met by inquiring only whether the defend

ant has engaged in unfair or predatory tactics

Such conduct may be sufficient to prove the neces

sary intent to monopolize which is something more

than an intent to compete vigorously but demonstrat

ing the dangerous probability of monopolization in an

attempt case also requires inquiry into the relevant

product and geographic market and the defendants

economic power in that market

III

j3J We hold that petitioners may not be liable for at

tempted monopolization under of the Sherman

Act absent proof of dangerous probability that they

would monopolize particular market and specific

intent to monopolize In this case the trial instruc

tions allowed the jury to infer specific intent and dan

gerous probability of success from the defendants

predatory conduct without any proof of the relevant

market or of realistic probability that the defendants

could achieve monopoly power in that market In this

respect the instructions misconstrued as did the

Court of Appeals in affirming the judgment of the

District Court Since the affirmance of the j.7 judg

ment against petitioners rested solely on the legally

erroneous conclusion that petitioners had attempted

to monopolize in violation of 1.2 and since the jurys

verdict did not negate the possibility that the j2 ver

dict rested on the attempt to monopolize ground

alone the judgment460 of the Court of Appeals is

reversed Sunk/ct Groiverc Inc 11 inckler Sin/tb

Cirrus Products Go.. 370 U.S 19 29-3G 82 S.D

1130 1136 L.Ed.2d 3.Q 19523 and the case is re

manded for further proceedings consistent with this

FNIO
optnion

EQ Respondents conceded in their brief

that the case should be remanded to the

Court of Appeals if we found error in the in

struction on attempt to monopolize Brief for

Respondents 45-46

So ordered
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